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1.- The “raison d’être” of the Project 

1.a. History 

Workshops and artistic practice are the aim of The Reial Cercle Artístic of Barcelona. 
Its essence from the beginning. A place to learn and make works of art, where to 
share space, models, knowledge and attitudes for artistic creation. 

What began as an artists' club in 1881 soon became a place of artistic practice sharing 
models and concerns. In 1892 it was decided to open workshops for drawing, painting 
and sculpture classes giving the Cercle an academic character which has been now 
recovered. In 1939 to the name of Reial Cercle Artístic de Barcelona (RCA), it was 
added Institut Barcelonès d'Art (IBA) following the original will. Therefore, the initial 
spirit has been maintained and sustained after all. 

Some of its founders and followers belonging to the modernist generation of 
Barcelona, such as Santiago Rusiñol and Ramón Casas among others, have been 
projected to an universal plane. In his workshops almost all the plastic artists of the 
time happened to be together, musicians and literates among them, forming a liberal 
artistic core which was pioneer in its conception. That is the philosophy that the Cercle 
currently holds. 

Currently the workshops have been divided into two major areas: Some traditional 
workshops separated according to the classical disciplines of drawing, painting, 
sculpture and engraving for the free practice of artists; and others, the workshops of 
transversal and tutored artistic learning of the Institut Barcelonès d'Art where 
theoretical-practical teaching is added to the strictly artistic practice. 

Natural model drawing workshops (naked or dressed) located in the centre of the 
classroom combine note sessions including frequent pose changes with longer-
lasting drawing sessions in more detail. However, in the painting workshop with model 
the pose is fixed for long periods, for the purpose of achieving figurative works. 
Another painting workshop is called "bodegones" where models are inert, inanimate 
or imaginary. Modelling is also done with fixed pose model for those who prefer all 
three dimensions as an artistic language. An engraving workshop is available with all 
materials and devices to perform the stamping as a plastic expression. All model 
workshops have morning and afternoon sessions. 

In the workshops of the Institut Barcelonès d'Art, artistic practice is designed for art 
learning. There are eclectic spaces adapted to the artistic projects of each student 
and tutored by a teacher. The study guide of the artistic periods or styles that compose 
the course is incorporated, the artistic project to be carried out in each of the credits, 
the achievement of the creative process, the monitoring of the preparation of the work 
and the final criticism of it, and even the possibility of the orientation and achievement 
of the promotion and sale of the works to the public. We understand that artistic 
practice encompasses all that panoramic journey of modern art conception. 

Being able to enjoy space, media, models, talks, courses, conferences, library, 
exhibitions, awards and cultural events of different artistic and cultural expressions in 
a liberal, cultured, stately and pleasant atmosphere in the centre of Barcelona is the 
great work that cercle does to achieve the objectives for the development of the 
practice of art and consolidate the role of artists. 
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1.b. Present 

We understand that the lack of regulation of the plastic artist's profession makes his 
social valuation become deficient. 

During history artists have suffered many swings, from admiration and adoration to 
contempt and ridicule. We believe that complete training can be one of the solutions 
in this regard. As in the art of architecture, which was passed from the master of 
medieval work to the university studio, the artist must follow in the same footsteps. 
Currently, plastic artistic training is seasoned. On the one hand, countless academies 
and middle degrees that focus on techniques and trends, and on the other hand, 
university faculties and schools that focus on the theoretical/conceptual, do not offer 
what is necessary for a comprehensive training necessary for the achievement of the 
profession. We find ourselves pseudo artists on both sides, some are technically 
perfect and, on the contrary, more ignorant of art and others, scholars of 
contemporary and current artistic theory without knowing how to represent it. Anyway, 
in order to want to teach lessons to anyone, we believe that our cross-cutting offer is 
basic for the development of a profession worthy of respect and value. In addition, our 
experience and results of 3 years of evolution encourage us to do so. 

 

1.c. Theoretical framework 

The curriculum framework of the "Panorama d'Art" course program has been 
meticulously crafted from an idea that occurred to me during my undergraduate 
studies in Fine Arts at the University of Barcelona. There, vertical artistic training 
continues to be provided with isolation between departments and with the consequent 
lack of communication between the different teachers of different disciplines, which 
entails a great difficulty of understanding concepts and dispersion in the transmission 
of knowledge. Perhaps the solution is in the transversality of learning, in fact in the 
latest trends about it postulate it as Bloom  

https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taxonom%C3%ADa_de_objetivos_de_la_educaci%C3
%B3n 

taxonomic learning or Kolb's experimental model  

http://web.iese.edu/BMS/GESCO_02/Documentaci%F3n/4b_01978300.pdf  

 

or project-based learning in which you have to change the paradigm of the learning 
process that develops without knowing why and for what or your need in life, to 
meaningful learning and working from your active and critical participation to reach 
the key aspects defined in the project. Each student has a unique brain, sometimes 
better endowed for some activities than for others, at any given point in their life, since 
brain plasticity enables functional improvement in almost all cases according to 
modern neuroscience. Therefore, we must enable each person to seek his situation 
and develop his skills without passing everyone through the same paths and ideas. 
In the process of adapting our education system to the European Higher Education 
Area (EEES), a major aspect is the shift from teaching-based models to learning-
based models, including problem-based learning or Project Based Learning (PBL) 
projects. Through the PBL methodology, learning occurs as a result of the design and 
development of projects by students. In this model, the fundamental thing is the 

https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taxonom%C3%ADa_de_objetivos_de_la_educaci%C3%B3n
https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taxonom%C3%ADa_de_objetivos_de_la_educaci%C3%B3n
http://web.iese.edu/BMS/GESCO_02/Documentaci%F3n/4b_01978300.pdf
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learning that occurs in the project development process, and not so much the result 
obtained in terms of the quality of the project carried out. The implementation of the 
PBL method requires an exhaustive prior design of the program of activities that 
students must address and allows adequate monitoring of the degree of achievement 
of the training objectives raised, in terms of the skills and competencies acquired by 
the students. That is why, as Valero and Navarro (2008) point out, it is particularly 
suitable for adopting the ECTS system defined in the European convergence project 
to achieve the EEES. Project-Based Learning enables customization by giving real 
relevance to attention to diversity. 

https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aprendizaje_basado_en_proyectos 
http://upcommons.upc.edu/bitstream/handle/2099/11788/a35.pdf  

Diversity is the main feature of the target to which the course is aimed – over twelve 
years with or without experience in plastic arts. The universality of characteristics of 
the students forces us to an open program with individualized rhythms. Therefore, the 
training is individual and without established chrono adapted to each individual and 
circumstance. 

 

2.- Description 

Theoretical and practical course of 120 credits for the Master degree, and 60 for 
Postgraduate degree and distributed in four modules. The first part ranges from 
prehistory to the modernity of the renaissance, the second from the Baroque to the 
Vanguards, the third from surrealism to the present day and, finally, the development 
of personal style, artist's book, criticism, curator, marketing, marketing, career 
strategy and research capacity. 

The course consists of an ambitious program that aims to cover those aspects that 
occurred at a given time that could affect the individual within the history of humanity 
to understand the art that has come to us today and try to interpret it through 
plastic works made by the student under the influence of each chapter studied. We 
have separated it into thirty-three epochs/styles chronologically arranged for greater 
understanding. The first part/module ranges from prehistory to the modernity of the 
renaissance, the second from the Baroque to the Vanguards and, the third, from 
surrealism to the present day, the fourth, as we have pointed out is the miscellany 
that envelops the art that we believe an artist must know to develop his career as 
such. 

Each "time/style" is obtained by the historical introduction of the time, era or style 
to be studied trying to understand the environment in which the artists lived and how 
that context influenced them to achieve their works of art. From there, the student will 
prepare an artistic project that will define what and why of his idea and, to do so, he 
must sketch the different known artistic representations of the period, choose one of 
them to use as a model to perform a practical interpretation – a work of art. Then 
it will start the creative process that will establish how to achieve the development 
of the interpretative work with sketches, photographs, installations, montages, etc., to 
be able to arrive with the best conditions to the execution of the work and subsequent 
presentation of it according to the reference points and those of interpretation, as well 
as techniques and actions performed. Finally, an evaluation or criticism of each 
work will be carried out.... 

http://upcommons.upc.edu/bitstream/handle/2099/11788/a35.pdf
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The objective of the course is the artistic learning transversalities from the different 
periods and / or styles that art has shown us throughout history. Establishing a method 
based on artistic projects referenced to one of the chosen works of art and interpreting 
them to their free will with the guidance of the tutor. Transversalities involves learning 
different disciplines (subjects) that are studied in the faculties of fine arts of any 
university in the world, but with the characteristic of being taught together. That is, 
from each period to be studied we will be interested in its culture, sociology, politics, 
religion, philosophy, economics, science and artistic representation. And through the 
selected work continue to delve into everything that might have influenced the artist-
author of the chosen work. In the interpretation are introduced the technical aspects 
of drawing, painting, photography, engraving, digital art, ceramics or sculpture to 
elaborate the creative process of the work. The study of the different techniques and 
styles of each period should cover, at the end of the course, almost all possible artistic 
techniques. In the end, criticism of the final work must serve to correct and expand 
processes. 

Workshops and seminars have been arranged at different times to deepen the 
technical and theoretical aspects of artistic practice.  

A walk throughout the known history from prehistory to the latest trends through art 
will be the common thread of the course. 

The tutoring carried out by graduates in Fine Arts and / or in Art History is 
personalized, individualized and at the request of the student. The introduction of the 
period or style, the choice of artistic project, the creative process with the techniques 
and the presentation and criticism of the work. Other timely consultations may be 
carried out electronically on demand. We are even preparing the means to be able to 
offer the entire ON LINE course (under construction) so that those who find it difficult 
to move, can follow it. 

All documentation prepared by teachers and/or students will serve as an informative 
iconography of the course at the level of the other members of the course. The 
purpose is learning between different (teachers/students) and peers 
(students/students or teachers/teachers) in bi-directionality.  

The registration and initiation of the course is permanently open thanks to the 
customization of the training. The schedule and duration of the course is at the 
student's convenience. That is, each student adopts the pace at their chances of time 
without limit for overcoming credits. The estimated duration for the completion of the 
entire postgraduate program is two years in the case of dedicating 10-15 h/week and 
double (or 4 years to 15 h/week or 2 years to 30 h/week) for the master's program, 
although it is extendable based on the time spent. See Annex I. 

See program in  

http://www.reialcercleartistic.cat/w/el-cercle-2/institut-barcelones-dart/ 
https://www.facebook.com/institutbarcelonesdart.cat/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel  

At the end of the course will be given Diploma / certificate of the Master's own of the 
Institut Barcelons d'Art and the Martí Alum University Foundation /UAB and, the face-
to-face and / or virtual promotion of his work will be facilitated. 

 

3.- Requirements 

https://www.facebook.com/institutbarcelonesdart.cat/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
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The requirements for participants are basic academics (for postgraduate of 60 ECTS 
credits), bachelor's degree or university degree (for Master of 120 ECTS credits) and 
pass a personal interview. No prior artistic knowledge is necessary. While interest, 
dexterity, and dedication are critical to following the program. 

The registration and initiation of the course is permanently open thanks to the 
customization of the training. The schedule and duration of the course is at the 
student's convenience. That is, each student adopts the pace at their chances of time 
without limit for overcoming credits. 

Satisfy the established ECTS credit tuition fee of 30 euros in addition to the 
commitment to pay a monthly fee of 100 euros for availability of teachers and 
workshop work. The material required to be used is at the student's own account. 
Optionally, we can process a scholarship offered to us by the Reial Cercle Artistic de 
Barcelona as a student to be able to use its workshops equipped with models for the 
drawing of the nude to the natural in case any of the artistic projects of the course 
requires it. 

 

4.- Program (Modules)  

1st PART/MODULE I (30 ECTS credits for the Master's Degree s 750 h x 45,000 
minutes and 15 credits for postgraduates s 375 h x 22,500 minutes). We will express 
the duration in minutes for the convenience of contacting. 

 

PROGRAM 

  

5.- Contents 

Each of the chapters of the first 3 modules allows the student to access the knowledge 
of the different turns of belief thinking, capable of provoking the socio-cultural changes 
that govern in an era in order to better interpret the image or concept chosen to make 
each of the artistic projects. The 4th module is compiled within the workshops and 
seminars that are taught throughout the master and postgraduate course. 

 

See an example of course content 

 

6.- Modus operandi 

Each module consists of several deliveries of knowledge that we classify in: Project 
and process of the work of each era with the following cadence: 

 

Concept, idea and image 
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Search of references 

Lucid look 

Flash imaginal of the project  

Preliminary process (sketch / drawing) 

Size, frame, composition, shape, light and colour 

Balance and harmony 

Emotion and gesture 

Chance management 

Technical execution 

Rational and emotional assessment 

Elaboration memory and technical file 

 

Assistance and participation in workshops and seminars given each week with 
theoretical and practical topics that complete the training. 

 

7.- Rating system 

The evaluation will be carried out in each chapter by exceeding all the items required 
for each credit. See annexes. 

 

 

8.- Teaching staff 

ASF-Antoni Serés Figueras – Degree in Fine Arts - University of Barcelona. (post-
graduate director and Master's degree  

FBO-José Félix Bentz Oliver - Doctor of Art History - University of Barcelona  

SAM-Santiago Alonso Martínez - Bachelor of Fine Arts - University of Barcelona  

DCL-Donec Corbella I Llobet - Bachelor of Fine Arts – University of Barcelona. Doctor 
of Fine Arts - Professor of Painting and Professor Emeritus of the University of 
Barcelona. 

 

9.- Location 
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The headquarters of Casanova Street, 117 and Arcs Street, 5 Barcelona will be used 
interchangeably according to capacity needs. 

 

10.- Language 

Indistinctly the languages/languages (Spanish, English, Catalan, ...) of the student will 
be used as a personalized training and the joint sessions will prioritize the 
Spanish/Spanish language. 

 

11.- Places 

No minimum number is set for your application and the maximum capacity is 50. 

 

12.- Titles 

Diploma / own title of art specialist with post-graduate category Master's degree in art. 

 

13.- Assistance control 

Face-to-face hours are counted and autonomous hours are estimated- Being a 
personalized training, they are added individually by the tutor. 
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STUDY OF REPRESENTATION IN ART 

 

Author: Antoni Serés  

Summary A bibliographic and pictographic study is carried out on representation in art 
prior to an artistic project that must represent the representation itself.  

 A good example of figurative representation is the trampantojo, also called trompe l'Ail, a 
pictorial technique in order to deceive the human eye through a duplicate of reality from 
games of perspective and shadows.  

Keywords: Representation, traps, icon, symbol, figuration, abstraction. 

 

Theoretical framework 

Introduction  

According to the Royal Spanish Academy, "representation" is a figure, image or idea that 
replaces reality. However, this definition could fall short, so it would possibly be more 
correct to say that representation is a chameleon concept that always moves within 
specific parameters that mutate over time. 

Representation is constantly present in our daily lives since ancient times, influencing our 
common and personal intellectuality, the evolution of humanity, and art, which is the field 
we will address in this work, as it proposes a complicated debate to address and difficult 
or almost impossible to conclude.  

At first, representation was what was inspired by reality conceived as the physical world, 
mimicking the shapes and colours of nature. But the need to represent the subjective, the 
emotions and even concepts as abstract as the divine, made human beings need to find 
other forms of representation that could conform to a less perceptible nature. This 
semantic extension in the field of representation makes us face a much more subjective 
problem and susceptible to different interpretations, so it is necessary to conceive of 
representation from different points of view. 

Thus, representation cannot be taken as purely spontaneous and in relation to the artistic 
world it is also not for the artist, but is influenced by different factors that we will then talk 
about.  

 Philosophy of the representation 

We can talk about different lines of research within the field of representation. First of all, 
we can talk about the most basic and instinctive form of representation, which is 
perceptual. Intimately linked to this, we have the plastic or graphic representation and, as 
a result of the previous two, we have a third that we could call knowledge-based 
representation, which causes a change in the first two, taking them from a plastic or 
material plane to an intellectual plane. 
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Perceptual representations are subject to the laws of perception and historical-cultural 
representations. Throughout history changes have been determined in this due to the 
context, which are clearly seen in its material fixation. This type of representation has the 
expectation that, when the viewer sees an image, they will be able to recognize the 
physical object in it represented. Since we tend to think that the visually perceptible thing 
about objects is the real thing, this type of representation refers to figuration. This sense 
is the one that clashes with abstraction, because in abstract painting, we cannot be 
expected to think of any physical object other than painting itself, since there is no 
figurative image, while anyone looking at a realistic picture depicting a still life of fruit could 
be expected to recognize in it the types of objects depicted, regardless of what they 
thought of the painting itself.  
 

In plastic or graphic representations, we treat the fixation of perceptual representation with 
plastic or graphic procedures. We can refer here to the drawing, which has a great 
aesthetic character, also allows to perform an analysis of the appearances of the object. 
In any representation there are productive limitations, depending on the manual and 
receptive capabilities of the artist, the perceptual capacity of the eye, since it is not able to 
see a whole image focused at once but must see it in parts and mentally gather the 
information. In addition, the drawing, as soon as it dominates the basic structure of the 
object, allows the freedom to play with expressiveness, giving rise to new forms of 
representation and new interpretations of the natural. Thus, this type of images is the result 
of the perception of the object, the analysis and mental simplification of it and its graphic 
plasmation. 

Finally, we can talk about knowledge-based representation. In order to be able to clearly 
understand this aspect of the much more complex representation, we must establish, 
above all, the idea that every graphic image announces something that refers to what is 
represented. That something has travelled the path that goes from perceptual 
representation to plastic representation. 

All representing is an imply of the subject, an affirmation of the visible and existing that 
surrounds us and that is continually appearing and disappearing from the physical world 
of which humanity is a part. If the gaze is attentive, however little attention, what is looked 
at is part of consciousness as looked at. That something looked at, that object, is a 
perceptual representation in which the object "is" for the subject. By pulling the flow thing 
out of everyday life, the object becomes a figure. This change, which he makes from being 
a simple perceived object to a figure, is given because at that moment it is assigned a 
subjective meaning. So to represent, is to produce meaningful figures. 

We must specify that the represented object has been given, unlike its meaning, which 
arises from the union of two factors. The first is the subject, who with his point of view 
realizes the figures (objects with meaning) and the second is the social horizon that 
envelops the subject and the figure represented (also called "horizon of figures" and which 
refers to our visual language). The union of these two factors that give life to the meaning 
of the figure represented allows us to compare "this is such a thing", which implies, as 
Aristotle said, an impossible knowledge unless that object is converted into a figure. This 
also has an impact on the joy that arises when things are contemplated in a new way. A 
joy brought not by the "thing" itself but by the figure, which is an unpublished world that 
affects sensitivity. 

But we have to take into account an important aspect, which is that the figures prevent a 
direct relationship between subject and object in representative or iconic knowledge. Let's 
take an example: Alliances are a commonly used object. We can all wear rings, however, 
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alliances have a meaning globally, if you wear an alliance at least it means you're either 
married or married. Carrying one leads to differences if you don't carry it in social 
relationships... that simple object becomes a figure because of the meaning it has. Thus, 
a figure is an object with a significant value attached. 

 

The Narcissus’s mirror 

 The myth of Narcissus varies by speaker, but we write here a brief summary of the most 
common of the versions so that those who do not know it can understand their relationship 
with the subject at hand. 

According to this myth, both girls and boys fell in love with Narcissus because of his 
beauty, but he rejected his insinuations. Among the young women wounded by his love 
was the nymph Echo, who had upset Hera, and for this reason she had condemned him 
to repeat the last words of what was said to him. Echo was therefore unable to tell 
Narcissus about his love, but one day, when he was walking through the woods, he ended 
up turning away from his companions. When he asked "Is anyone here?" Echo cheerfully 
replied, "Here, here." Unable to see her hidden among the trees, Narcissus yelled, 
"!Come!" After replying, "Come, come," Echo came out of the trees with open arms. 
Narcissus refused to accept his love, so the desolate nymph was hidden in a cave and 
consummated there until only his voice remained. To punish Narcissus, Nemesis, the 
goddess of vengeance, made her fall in love with her own image reflected in a source. In 
an absorbed contemplation, unable to depart from his image, he ended up throwing 
himself into the waters. On the site where his body had fallen, a beautiful flower grew, 
which honoured Narcissus' name and memory. 

We will deal with the problem of representation in Narcissus' story from two perspectives: 
one at the level of representation, that of Narcissus searching his image, and another at 
the level of presence that sustains representation and is hidden in the representation itself. 

As for narcissus's first form of relationship with his image, that is, in the first level of 
analysis of the myth, the whole problem of representation as a reflection could be raised, 
as a copy, as a deception, as a mimesis of reality. We have an adhesion to the image as 
if it were another human being. A clear example would be on the infinite list of differences 
between any subject and his portrait, is the subject flat and, instead of being flesh and 
blood, make up cloth and oil? The only thing that relates the portrait to the subject is 
appearance. 

We would be looking at a form of the tragic level of "know yourself" by Massimo Cacciari, 
a contemporary Italian philosopher, who in an article entitled "Narcissus or painting" 
develops this interpretation and works this struggle between the real and the image. He 
argues the relief of Narcissus's act of seeking the true in the mirror (appearance) and not 
in the real (himself). 

The other possibility of interpretation refers to the representation not only reflecting an 
object but trying to catch the presence of the subject watching. As the depicted becomes 
present this subject will be reflected from the gaze. Here not only is the image reflective, 
but it brings the look that strengthens it. 

In narcissus's image before the mirror, before the source, we have two terms but three: 
the object or Narcissus, the representation and the gaze that establishes the bond 
between the two. The image that is constituted there contains three terms and not two. It 
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is not about the object and its representation but about the object, its reflection and the 
gaze that is reflected also in that representation. 

Without intending to delve into the subject, we must leave a door open on the subject 
exposed and it is the fact of the existence of another representation present in narcissus's 
painting (not the myth) where the gaze of the one who observes Narcissus is reflected 
looking at his reflection, that is, the gaze of the narrator, the painter, the observer of the 
painting. Thus, Narcissus's painting looking at himself also represents the gaze of the one 
who observes Narcissus in the fountain, from which he relates, paints the scene or simply 
observes it.   

 

Factors related to representation Perception 

The timing of receipt of representation or work of art is fundamental. We look at the world 
around us every day without seeing it. It should be noted that our aesthetic perception 
shows a much greater variety and belongs to a much more complex order than our 
ordinary sensitive perception. It is the moment when the viewer is an active element that 
makes a reinterpretation of the work. For Gaddamer, the individual enters the work in such 
a way that, in trying to understand it, he understands himself. On this subject we must take 
into account that the nature of the viewer also influences reception, since it is not the same 
that a work is seen by an old European as by an Eastern child, firstly because of the 
differences in age and secondly by its cultural formation. 

Phenomenology, a science that studies physical or psychic phenomena, at their origin and 
in their manifestations in time and space, maintains that, although daily perception is 
representative, it is possible to perceive the world in its mere presence, in sensation. 
Phenomenological aesthetics identify mental image and aesthetic image as the immediate 
evidence of the image. Although not all images, created or not, escape conventionality, 
rather the opposite. They thus understand the image as a conscience.  

However, the difference between consciousness of an object (mental image) and 
awareness of an image (material) of object is that, although we can consider the first as 
immediate to the object, with the second we cannot do so. 

We are interested in retaining an idea that this science gives us and that is that the mental 
image is not the result of the conjunction of a previous object and subject, but the way of 
being both the subject and the object. Objects are not images in our minds, but are such 
in perception for consciousness. The material image as an aesthetic is able to recreate 
the consciousness of the thing in the same way as perception. A very interesting principle 
is that of the existence common in all men of a sense of order that allows when ordering 
in a hierarchical mind the stimuli to make a mental map and avoid receiving information 
en masse and disorderly. 

Many theorists agree that the individual must simplify what is perceived in order to facilitate 
remembrance in his memory. When man is in front of the work of art, he receives a series 
of stimuli from his senses. There is a sensory liberation that can occur in the art world, 
since there is more freedom and allows to express feelings and emotions that are publicly 
suppressed. The individual frees himself from the senses and also enriches his sensitivity 
while making a value judgment regarding the work. The work also educates the senses, 
depending on how to convey and express values, which is public but personal at the same 
time, while impressions cannot be shared. 
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First of all we must take into account that humanity always sees the way of man, never 
sees how things are in themselves, and even more so if it is established that society 
determines perception by associating the object with a social context. At the moment of 
perception, the brain is selective, since it pays more attention to what presents a 
discontinuity, which excels from the rest, the subject is activated. The subject, among all 
the sensory stimuli he receives, mentally makes a series of cognitive maps in which he 
hierarchies the information and orders them. This prevents the mass accumulation of 
messy and meaningless information. In addition, synthesizing information allows the artist 
an approach to the natural, the object that facilitates its representation. The intellect then 
performs a whole series of processes and finally makes an image that is reflected in the 
representation. This image is the result of how the individual sees, the choice and 
abstraction of information to simplify it and how to capture all this information graphically.  

 

Interpretation 

An interpretation relates an image to some cultural phenomenon that serves to interpret 
it. The image itself possesses features that make it interpretable. Reading is interpreting 
thanks to a code that we acquire from our social environment, according to which we 
decipher its meaning, but we cannot do this, to the same extent, with an image. The image 
is more difficult to understand because it uses symbols and languages typical of the plastic 
field, which are more complex and less common than those of text, which to begin with 
uses a more common symbology and also has the clearest and most concise transmission 
capacity. 

Although we don't have a common language within the images there is a kind of images 
that are comprehensive to everyone. Here we refer to the social horizon we used to talk 
about: In images that refer to something that is not themselves (the drawing of a duck) the 
viewer must hypothesize what is depicted. The interpretation of an image as such rests 
on the possibility of "seeing" that possibility "like" a duck. There are three phenomena that 
help us to do this: perceiving, interpreting images (see "as") and interpreting linguistic 
signs. 

In this way it would not be the same to contemplate a painting and to eluded, by analysing 
its purely stylistic characteristics, that it is a work by Cézanne, for example, that simply 
recognizing its signs and placing them within the universe of meanings ("this is a forest"). 
In the first case the viewer is interested in how to treat the elements represented, while in 
the second he would treat such elements (leaves, branches,...) as indications or signals, 
associated by transcendent meanings to the representation itself, and completely ignoring 
both what defines the representation as such, and what gives it its specificity, that is , your 
style as a particular method of representation.          

Mimesis and imitation 

The human being, using imitation, is able to learn from his childhood. Imitation is the 
simplest form of learning and for this reason is the precocious way used in artistic 
representation.   

Through representation, the work is linked to the external reality and interiority of its 
creator. Art enhances reality by imitating it, stopping it indefinitely in space and time, and 
also reveals to our senses qualities of everyday life that often go unnoticed. 
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Platonism differs between two types of representation through imitation. The first consists 
of copying the properties of the object without wanting to imitate its appearance and the 
second in the copy of the appearance in order to achieve a reality effect. Still, for Plato, 
however much representation sticks to the formal qualities of the object, he never sees 
reality in it, since the world from which it is copied is also not the real but an artificial one 
created from the perfect and immutable world of ideas. Aristotelian theory, however, 
argues that representation is merely an imitation of the appearance of objects, or what is 
visually perceptible to them. 

Representation has been inspired by reality conceived as the physical world, mimicking 
the shapes and colours of nature because man had the need to represent what was going 
on before his eyes. Thus we can say that representation is, in origin, a mimic of the 
empirical appearance of the physical world.  

Clearly, rendering is not always a simple copy of the object it refers to. Mimesis is not 
limited to representation, but makes the impossible possible, it is a recovery from supreme 
integration and unity, capable of teaching what is seen and communicating what is not 
seen, what it evokes. 

Another of the main virtues of this mimic is the ability to visually showcase the artist's 
mastery. In reference to this, it is undeniable that in realism there is an aesthetic pleasure 
that occurs when contemplating a representation that perfectly sticks to the image we 
perceive of the object. As banal as it may be, its perfect representation gives us pleasure. 

 

Figuration, abstraction 

One of the main problems of abstraction is that its interpretation is more difficult than that 
of a realistic image. This is essentially the case when the cultural background necessary 
to understand this language and decipher its coding is lacking. Thus, while it could be 
assumed that an abstract pictorial proposal could have good acceptance in a look devoid 
of previous, innocent and virgin information, as far as art is concerned, the opposite is 
finally true, since by not being able to decode the message it only manages to see in the 
work a set of colours and meaningless forms.  

The subject then feels much more comfortable within figurative art, to which he can link 
and address himself through references of his daily life. That is why, according to Bordieu, 
in order for everyone, regardless of their sociocultural status, to have access to artistic 
language, it would be optimal if the aforementioned cultural needs were incentivized from 
the family, awakening the taste for everything that is related to them.    

Artistic competence can therefore be defined as prior knowledge of the principles of 
division proper artistic, which allow to place a representation by classifying the stylistic 
elements that it encompasses, within the modes of representation that constitute the 
artistic universe. Less educated subjects are therefore doomed to understand works of art 
in their pure phenomenal materiality, as mere worldly objects. That's why they seek and 
demand realism in representation. 

 

Symbols and icons 
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Symbolic representation has the expectation that, when viewing the image, the observer 
will think of a concrete and agreed meaning, which can only happen if knowledge of those 
meanings is shared with the painter. Symbolic representation works only because you 
agree that one thing can be replaced by a particular one. In the past, the Greek symbol 
were the halves of a broken chip that fit together. By extension, a symbol could be 
something that only bears a resemblance to a certain part of an original, taking it all over. 
But in their religious use, symbols became visible signs of invisible and indivisible things 
like the Holy Spirit, represented with a dove. 

But comparing the symbolic with the pictorial representation can cause confusion. As 
noted, in order for a symbol to represent something, an agreement between the viewer 
and the artist is necessary, and it is society that takes care of it. In all societies you can 
find everyday elements that, because of their physical similarity, could have an objective 
meaning, but which, on the contrary, symbolize very different, often abstract things. 
Examples might include butterflies, beetles and cicadas, symbols of death in many 
cultures, as well as owls or turtles, considered symbols of wisdom by many others. 

If an individual belongs to that particular society, in which he has grown and developed, 
he will be able to understand the symbols of that society, because he has impregnated 
with them since his childhood. A Western person will understand white as a symbol of 
purity and black as a symbol of mourning, while for an Asian the color of mourning will be 
white. Similarly, a dragon in the West often symbolizes the Devil, while an Eastern one 
can symbolize wisdom or royalty. Unlike figurative representation, symbols appear weaker 
to the extent that they require certain shared knowledge to understand them, but on the 
other hand, they also seem more powerful, to the extent that they allow them to 
communicate abstractions. 
For Goodman, representation is a mode of symbolization, and feelings or expressive 
qualities are preached from the artistic work that is perceived by the observer, not directly 
but through labels, which are signs (plastics, graphics, phonics, etc.) that are linked to 
certain qualities. Every expression is representation, but not the other way around. For 
example, a grey box can represent sadness. 

In the portrait it can be given that the subject depicted is a symbol of this or that so that 
his image serves to reinforce that language of the social horizon typical of a collective or 
time sensitivity (Che Guevara).  

A symbol represents and may even end up replacing its reference. What is at issue in 
these symbols is the product of a convention, a common and prior agreement that exists 
only in them but because the subject has attributed that meaning to them. They have a 
potential to awaken in humans’ reactions mediated by their acceptance. 

 
Thus, human beings live not only in a purely physical universe but in a also symbolic 
universe. Language, myth, art and religion are parts of this universe, forming the various 
threads that weave the symbolic network. We must take into account that representation 
is always symbolic, because it transcends the symbolic formation of the artist, that is, that 
the images of the world are the basis of symbolism in representation. 

As for the icon, we call it the fixation of the representation that is carried out graphically or 
plastically and it is because we recognize the perceived object. This is that it looks 
aesthetically a thing. However, there are two theories that make it difficult to establish that 
resemblance. The first drawback is raised by Goodman who proposes that the iconic 
resemblance is not possible because first there is a similarity in perceptual representation. 
We should establish the iconic resemblance in the object, not the figure, since the similarity 
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is not real then. Although it only takes a few traits relevant to recognition and that is the 
purpose of the icon that represents the singular. As a second drawback, Gombrich, from 
a historical point of view, asks us that they were once considered similarities that we could 
not currently accept as such. An example of these problems might be confusing a divine 
image with something divine. Kandinsky was one of the first to discover in non-figuration 
new reading possibilities for the symbol in the aesthetic experience and, thanks to this, 
abstraction was making its way to the abstract. The work of art was then freed from the 
references outside of itself. 

 

Expression 

Often, the term "representation" is confronted with that of "expression", although the 
former is commonly considered to come from abroad while the second is inside. 
Representation attempts to capture or imitate, in a more or less memetic way, the physical 
world around us, while expression is the language most typical of the "soul", which aims 
to capture the emotional, intellectual or spiritual interiority of the subject. Thus, we could 
consider the expression as a type of "representation" of the subjectivity of the creator. We 
could also understand the expression as a discourse to be adjusted to the message by 
taking "sensitive acts" and making sense of them through what we call "acts of making 
sense". 

If a distinction is drawn between representation and expression: through the first, the work 
is linked to the reality outside the work; with the second, the work is linked to the inner 
world, to the intimate subjectivity, of the artist, so the evocation of the intimate experiences 
of the author who provoked the work, is what will give meaning to the objective qualities 
of that work. With this expressionist approach, style is defined as the expression of the 
artist's personality, and art is included in the order of feelings, as purposed to the logical-
discursive order and which requires that these feelings have been effectively lived by the 
author. 

In view of the expressive properties of objects or behaviour, a common assumption is 
assumed: there is some link between the creative process (the activity and attitude of the 
author) and the expressive work (what that work expresses), so that it is close to the 
psychological approach that refers to the meaning of a work to its psychological genesis 
or that , finally, it reduces its meaning to the experience that promotes it, to the inner world 
or to the biographical subjectivity of the artist. The latter faces a fundamental objection: 
with this reduction, the meaning of the work is placed in something other than it, that is, it 
is backwards to an external principle and before itself, so it is the author who is explained 
to and from the work, and not the other way around. 

But the basic question is whether there is a non-contingent link between the expressive 
work and the act of expression performed by the creator, in which case it would be 
concluded that the constructive logic of the work and, above all, its meaning are 
assimilable, identifiable and deductible, to the biographical activity (feeling, experience, 
personality...) of the author. Based, among other arguments, on the distinction between 
representation and expression mentioned above: as in natural expression, in artistic 
expression the expressive sign participates and appropriates what it expresses, which is 
the subjectivity of the artist. 

Another line of work is expressive work: some theories explain the expressive properties 
of a work solely by its constitution and objective characteristics, without resorting to the 
self-expression activity of the creator, and add the notion of "artistic act" in some cases in 
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which the expressive qualities of a work have their occasional origin in the experience 
actually lived by the author.  The objection to these theories is that even in such cases, 
the knowledge or description of biographical experience does not explain either the 
complexity of the creative process in which this expressive artistic work occurs, nor what 
is the expressiveness of that work.  It is necessary to distinguish, from the first, between 
self-expression and the production of expressive work, and from the second, between the 
process of creation (how an expressive work has been produced) and expressive 
properties, which are what make a work expressive. 
Following this trend, the Classical Theory of Expression argues that there is necessarily a 
link between expressive work and the act or process of expression, although analytically 
distinguishes the expressive activity of the artist and the result of this activity (the work of 
art). What the work expresses is the feeling, mood, etc., of the one who produced it.  But 
this Theory faces two strong objections. The first is that artists do not always experience 
during their creation the same feelings that they express in their works; and the second is 
that the expressiveness of the work becomes an aspect purely external to it, so that it goes 
back to the artist's biography. This theory thus reformulates some of its principles and 
argues that the human qualities (quiet, irony, stillness, etc.) that are preached from a work 
are some aspects of characteristics that the work shares with natural things, but which in 
others are by virtue of the "artistic acts" of which such a work is born—what the artist does 
in it, is bound forever: to see , observe, paint, portray, etc., unlike other acts such as 
chiselling marble, reviewing a manuscript, etc., which are separated from the final product. 
The "artistic act" therefore describes both the work and the artist. 

Apart from this, at the time of the realization of the work of art the artist must maintain a 
synchrony between the subject matter and the expressive medium in order to guarantee 
harmony and expressiveness. With regard to expressive means it should be noted that 
each has its peculiarities and that, therefore, each has a series of stipulated objects to 
which he can imitate. There is the possibility of combining in the same work various 
expressive means as long as a hierarchy is established between them. In a picture, 
colours, texture and composition help express emotions, allowing emotions to persist over 
time. However, its interpretation is more difficult than that of a text because it uses much 
more explicit shared symbology: language. Thus, we can say that each medium has its 
advantages and its flaws, and it is the artist who must know how to choose what is the 
best way to carry out a project. 

As we have seen at the beginning, just as in Expressionism there are those who argue 
that in an art project nests the subjectivity of the artist, this can be an erroneous conception 
since if the social context marks the work of art and the artist, however subjective it 
expresses, it is determined by the social horizon and there is no possibility of embossing 
subjectivity in essence. 

 

The “trampantojo” 

The trampantojo, also called trompe l'Ail is a pictorial technique in order to deceive the 
human eye through a duplicate of reality from games of perspective and shadows. As he 
contemplates a trapping, the viewer is deceived by an object that he believes to be real 
and is but painting.  

The first written references to this art of illusion date back to the Greco-Roman world. Pliny 
the Elder, as early as the 2nd century AD, narrates in his texts the unfinished and 
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legendary disputes between Zeusi and Parrasio, famous Greek painters, competing to 
demonstrate the achievement of the most deceptive work. 

Thus, the trampantojo is a visual phenomenon of imitation that tries to intensify reality so 
that the contemplator does not even suspect that he is being deceived as a diversion for 
the artist. Irony and sarcasm are often key ingredients that show the artist's pike in his 
intention to deceive the senses of the one who observes the work.  

Throughout history, this art of deception has encouraged countless artists who have 
strived to make what does not exist seem real, surprising the viewer by applying countless 
tricks and visual effects managing to represent a universe of optical illusion based on the 
representation of volumes and spaces, playing with light and perspectives. 

The development of the representation of perspective, caused real and pictorial space to 
become mixed, resulting in a game in which observer space, the surface of the painting 
and pictorial space interact and become confused, encompassing on the surface of the 
painting elements that are part of the real world, as well as pictorial and unreal elements 
that open beyond the pictorial surface , penetrating the real world, into the observer's 
space, as in the work "Escaping Criticism" (1874), by the Spanish artist Pere Borrell del 
Caso, in which a child comes out terrified of the framed canvas in which he is imprisoned 
to escape the critique of art. 

 

Pyramid artist – spectator - society 

Representation should be understood as the result of the union of many factors but, 
mainly, we can highlight a triangular relationship between the artist, the public and the 
tradition or social horizon.  

In the case of the artist, we would take into account the set of views that consider that the 
difference is found in the creator. Referring to the public, it would be necessary to keep in 
mind the set of views that consider that the difference between that representative and 
what is not lies in the nature of the audience that sees, hears or reads. True representation 
is in the eye of the one who looks at it. And finally, tradition, in which we should take into 
account the set of views that consider that difference is determined by a historical process, 
in all its social, economic and cultural complexity, because it has a decisive character in 
the ability to represent and interpret on the part of both society and the artist. 

In reference to the subject, the representation is not individual: it occurs in a scope of 
rendering intersubjectivity. Depending on the cultural context, reality changes and to 
represent it is necessary to change the ways of rendering. We also start from the 
perception being somewhat sensitive and the sensitivity of the public is formed by the vital 
experience of the individual. This partly explains the fact of innovation in art, which is that 
as the viewer's sensibility changes, we must look for new ways to reach it by creating new 
ways of representing that currently work but would not work in the past or in a different 
culture and perhaps not in the future. 

This sensitivity understood as an educated feeling can be of a community or individual 
and can be given consciously or unconsciously over time that makes our sensations 
become sensitivity only with certain phenomena that affect us. Let's comment on the two 
that interest us: 
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Individual sensitivity, which is determined at the limits of the collective and consists 
basically of two needs of the subject: 

Every artist, as a creator, can express what is his own (element of personality). 

Every artist, in relation to his time, can express what is proper to him (element of style, as 
an internal value, constituted by the language of that historical moment plus the language 
of the nation). And collective sensibility, which is the concept of the social horizon, the 
world we build with these significantly related phenomena. 

Every artistic work requires a time of contemplation on the part of the viewer, which is but 
the time necessary to exhaust the meanings that the work proposes.  It follows that a good 
indicator of the viewer's fitness for such a company is the degree to which the company 
masters the message code, on which the degree of wealth in its reception depends. When 
the message exceeds the viewer's sympathetic capacity, the viewer is overwhelmed and 
loses interest in the work and its message. 

The subject perceives the work as an aesthetic object (by its outer symbol) and interprets 
it by what it has in common. In this respect the work functions as meaning. In addition, the 
viewer as a receiver must be informed of the meanings of the symbols created and 
understood by the artist and their interrelationship with society.  

In the work of art there are two fundamental moments: that of production and that of 
reception, as well as a third that works with a nexus. In the first part, the realization, the 
artist embodies his interiority, however as we have mentioned before, it is impossible for 
the artist to express all his subjectivity since it is determined by the objectivity of the 
environment (social horizon). Secondly, there is the moment of reception, in which the 
viewer is an active element that makes a reinterpretation of the work. The third is the 
influence of society in art and the other way around. That third factor is where we'll focus 
next.  

 As a subparagraph, it must be said that all knowledge is recognition just as every 
presentation is representation. The recognition of the object in the community is what 
allows its legitimacy, its acceptance into the community. There are two factors that are 
interrelated to achieve that legitimization of representation: the first is the subject and the 
second is the community, in which the subject is dissolved and the work or representation, 
which becomes adequate or inadequate once the reception process is carried out. Links 
must be found between these two factors (the sensitivity of the one it represents and the 
social horizon on which they are configured) for this step to take place. Other than that, 
representation will not be adequate and will be lost in oblivion. 

But there are other forms of interaction between social horizon and artist. It is about how 
the artist is educated according to cultural signs and vital experiences that mark his work 
and make up a whole pre-synchronous language. This also has an impact on the 
interpretation of the work, the expression is continually renewed and modified in meaning 
depending on the culture of the context that produces it or perceives it. 

 

Influences of the problem of representation in 
contemporary art 

According to Kuspit the sensitive cannot be suspended since the work is presented to the 
senses (since it is something that can only be perceived through them). In contrast, some 
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artists represent the work for the mind, towards the rational. What matters is the idea and 
the message. Mentally art, physically not art, the work lacks sensitive details, so art 
becomes impoverished, making art nothing more than an everyday phenomenon. 

Postmodern art is perversely anthropic, (as an example: the masters of appropriation), 
point to the exhaustion of creativity, the abandonment of critical consciousness and the 
fatigue of the new. Modern art was involved by a sense of rupture and experiment where 
they thought of study as in a laboratory. Instead, postmodern art represents the exhausted 
aftermath. The street becomes a studio, they renounce inner loneliness, reflection before 
representation (they inhabit the social space without turning it into personal space) and 
they are not interested in experimentation but give more importance in having an audience 
that makes them popular. They were in the goal of becoming media artists, not avant-
garde artists. 

In modern representative art, the anthropic character of emotions becomes apparent. The 
interpretation of information is not the only possible approach to seeing art or the only way 
to produce it. We can treat what we see as an indeterminate visual noise and limit its ability 
to offer us meanings, just as we can be fascinated and engrossed in what we see to the 
point beyond meaning. And it is precisely the exploration of these areas of open endings 
on both sides of the meaning and symbolic communication that has advanced the history 
of art, generating much of the distinctive complexity and richness of this particular tradition 
of skills and techniques of representation.  

The shared knowledge of symbols between painter and viewer is being lost, so that the 
artist cannot be sure to communicate the ideas represented. This results in the search for 
a new type of representation. 

"Performance," for example, is the dominant form of post-art, has no aesthetic pretensions 
or museum ambitions, and is more entertaining and engaging because it penetrates the 
viewer's space rather than staying in a discreet contemplative distance, but it seems like 
slow-moving entertainment compared to popular shows and tends to be more spectacular 
than enigmatic.  

In postmodernity originality is not valued and is not believed in it, not believing in it is like 
not believing in creativity. This lack of belief implies lifting the non-original copy above what 
was originally created. Reproduction is often misinterpreted as representation, but it is 
mechanical, while representation is imaginative and expressive. 

In the middle of the twentieth century, the viewer is called to the scene, taking centre stage 
of fiction although this evolves with the disappearance of it later for two reasons: The first 
of them is an excess of exclusion from the viewer, after the introduction of the concept of 
genius. The work is great, it doesn't need anything from the viewers. And the second and 
opposite, by an over-inclusion of the viewer introducing it in the "performance" and 
proposals that seek a stimulated sensory effect for the feast of consumption, which ends 
with the traditional relationship between work and viewer. This leads to the end of fiction 
as a representation. The hyperreal or the drill, whose ultimate derivations can be seen in 
the notion of the spectacular, the virtual, the digital, the media, the telematics. Reality is 
building the reality effect. When you attend the triumph of the drill, nothing is fiction 
anymore. When it's all spectacle, nobody's a spectator anymore. 

 

Simulacrum 
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The drill is intimately related to the crisis of current representation. It establishes a 
relationship between subject object that then submits and dominates by reason, to such 
an extent that the only thing that exists finally is what is represented. Baudrillard raises it 
as; annihilation of any reference. 
According to Baudrillard, the consequences of drills are important. One of them, which 
happens to the conceptualization of art, is the disappearance of criticism, referring to the 
fact of the difficulty of criticizing a represented concept. Another is the democratization 
and universalization of creators, which directly affects the public, cooling that relationship 
and creating great difficulties in understanding what is being attempted to communicate, 
based on the social horizon. And perhaps that is why the model that today is most evident 
emerges, which is the creation of works that interact with the viewer, creating a nexus 
between the artist and the audience. And finally, the trivialization of culture, since the 
critique of art is increasingly difficult and broad, artistic parameters do not show limits in 
such a way that anyone can do something that is considered as a work of art and therefore, 
art becomes something superficial and futile. 

With regard to this, it should be remembered that, traditionally, the work of art did not need 
a clarifying argument, a speech, as it needs now, it is possible that, as Baudrillard says, it 
is no longer sure of its purpose, of its aesthetic polishing and needs to ensure an external 
language. But this "solution" is rather negative because of the uncertainty of the fact that 
neither the object is sure to be a work of art, nor whoever looks at it is sure to take it for a 
work of art. 

The current art is in mourning for the loss of image, of the reference and the imaginary 
takes control, the imaginary as an alternate of that service to knowledge.  Abstraction was 
originally a great adventure of modern art thanks to the deconstruction of representation.  

However, contemporary abstraction brings nothing. He's lost his revolutionary character 
and fallen into the banal. In conclusion, we can say that Baudrillard's drill has no happy 
ending as it heralds no more or less than the end of art, its disappearance. 

After writing and reading this gravity diagnosis about the state of the art, we could end up 
leaving a question in the air, just as was the case with the problem that introduced us to 
the study of representation. Will there be room for an image, for the secret of seduction, 
of magic; place for aesthetic perception, a place for an effective force of illusion, for a true 
strategy of shapes and appearances?... 
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1st PART/MODULE I (30 credits ECTS for the Master degree) 

 

MASTER DEGREE 

PREHISTORY 

 

1.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Conceptual research ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Conception of reality ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Art theory ...................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Psychology and pedagogy of art .................................. SAM .......................... 120 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

1.b. Tutored hours 

-Concept of Project ........................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Project imaginal ............................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Imaginal search ............................................................. ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Design of project ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Drawing and preparation .............................................. SAM .......................... 440 m 

-Creative process and execution ................................... SAM .......................... 720 m 

-Finished and presentation ............................................ SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Final memory realization .............................................. SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Artistic criticisms ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

1.c. Hours of autonomous work 

-Study and location of art ............................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

-Search and bibliography ............................................... ALM .......................... 200 m 

-Viewing technical tutorials ............................................. ALM .......................... 120 m 
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-Study relatives references ............................................. ALM .......................... 240 m 

-Location and acquisition materials ................................ ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Search of materials ....................................................... ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Extension of theoretical knowledge ............................... ALM .......................... 480 m 

-Final Project memory .................................................... ALM .......................... 270 m 

 

Total 4.500 minutes = 75 h. 

 
2. ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS 

 

2.a Present hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Conceptual search ........................................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Ethics and thoughts...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

- Conception of reality .................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Ethics and aesthetics ................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

- Art theory ..................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Psychology and pedagogy of art ................................. SAM .......................... 120 m 

- Demographics and politics ........................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

2.b. Tutored hours 

- Concept of Project ....................................................... ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Project imaginal ............................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Imaginal search ............................................................. ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Design of project ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Drawing and preparation .............................................. SAM .......................... 440 m 

-Creative process and execution ................................... SAM .......................... 720 m 

-Finished and presentation ............................................ SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Final memory realization .............................................. SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Artistic criticisms ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 
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2.c. Hours of autonomous work 

-Study and location of art ............................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

-Search and bibliography ............................................... ALM .......................... 200 m 

-Viewing technical tutorials ............................................. ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Study relatives references ............................................. ALM .......................... 240 m 

-Location and acquisition materials ................................ ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Search of materials ....................................................... ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Extension of theoretical knowledge ............................... ALM .......................... 480 m 

-Final Project memory .................................................... ALM .......................... 270 m 

 

Total 4.500 minutes = 75 h. 

 
3. CLASSICAL GREEK ART 

 

3.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Conceptual research ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Conception of reality ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Art theory ...................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Psychology and pedagogy of art .................................. SAM .......................... 120 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

3.b. Tutored hours 

-Concept of Project ........................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Project imaginal ............................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Imaginal search ............................................................. ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Design of project ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 
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-Drawing and preparation .............................................. SAM .......................... 440 m 

-Creative process and execution ................................... SAM .......................... 720 m 

-Finished and presentation ............................................ SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Final memory realization .............................................. SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Artistic criticisms ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

3.c. Hours of autonomous work 

-Study and location of art ............................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

-Search and bibliography ............................................... ALM .......................... 200 m 

-Viewing technical tutorials ............................................. ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Study relatives references ............................................. ALM .......................... 240 m 

-Location and acquisition materials ................................ ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Search of materials ....................................................... ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Extension of theoretical knowledge ............................... ALM .......................... 480 m 

-Final Project memory .................................................... ALM .......................... 270 m 

 

Total 4.500 minutes = 75 h. 

 

4. CLASSICAL ROMAN ART 

 

4.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Conceptual research ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Conception of reality ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Art theory ...................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Psychology and pedagogy of art .................................. SAM .......................... 120 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 
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4.b. Tutored hours 

-Concept of Project ........................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Project imaginal ............................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Imaginal search ............................................................. ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Design of project ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Drawing and preparation .............................................. SAM .......................... 440 m 

-Creative process and execution ................................... SAM .......................... 720 m 

-Finished and presentation ............................................ SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Final memory realization .............................................. SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Artistic criticisms ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

4.c. Hours of autonomous work 

-Study and location of art ............................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

-Search and bibliography ............................................... ALM .......................... 200 m 

-Viewing technical tutorials ............................................. ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Study relatives references ............................................. ALM .......................... 240 m 

-Location and acquisition materials ................................ ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Search of materials ....................................................... ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Extension of theoretical knowledge ............................... ALM .......................... 480 m 

-Final Project memory .................................................... ALM .......................... 270 m 

 

Total 4.500 minutes = 75 h. 

 
5. ROMANIC 

5.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Conceptual research ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Conception of reality ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 
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-Art theory ...................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Psychology and pedagogy of art .................................. SAM .......................... 120 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

5.b. Tutored hours 

-Concept of Project ........................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Project imaginal ............................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Imaginal search ............................................................. ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Design of project ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Drawing and preparation .............................................. SAM .......................... 440 m 

-Creative process and execution ................................... SAM .......................... 720 m 

-Finished and presentation ............................................ SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Final memory realization .............................................. SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Artistic criticisms ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

5.c. Hours of autonomous work 

-Study and location of art ............................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

-Search and bibliography ............................................... ALM .......................... 200 m 

-Viewing technical tutorials ............................................. ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Study relatives references ............................................. ALM .......................... 240 m 

-Location and acquisition materials ................................ ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Search of materials ....................................................... ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Extension of theoretical knowledge ............................... ALM .......................... 480 m 

-Final Project memory .................................................... ALM .......................... 270 m 

 

Total 4.500 minutes = 75 h. 
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6. GOTHIC ART 

 

6.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Conceptual research ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Conception of reality ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Art theory ...................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Psychology and pedagogy of art .................................. SAM .......................... 120 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

6.b. Tutored hours 

-Concept of Project ........................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Project imaginal ............................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Imaginal search ............................................................. ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Design of project ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Drawing and preparation .............................................. SAM .......................... 440 m 

-Creative process and execution ................................... SAM .......................... 720 m 

-Finished and presentation ............................................ SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Final memory realization .............................................. SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Artistic criticisms ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

6.c. Hours of autonomous work 

-Study and location of art ............................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

-Search and bibliography ............................................... ALM .......................... 200 m 

-Viewing technical tutorials ............................................. ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Study relatives references ............................................. ALM .......................... 240 m 

-Location and acquisition materials ................................ ALM .......................... 120 m 
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-Search of materials ....................................................... ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Extension of theoretical knowledge ............................... ALM .......................... 480 m 

-Final Project memory .................................................... ALM .......................... 270 m 

 

Total 4.500 minutes = 75 h. 

 

 
7. THE CUATTROCENTO 

 

7.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Conceptual research ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Conception of reality ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Art theory ...................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Psychology and pedagogy of art .................................. SAM .......................... 120 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

7.b. Tutored hours 

-Concept of Project ........................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Project imaginal ............................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Imaginal search ............................................................. ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Design of project ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Drawing and preparation .............................................. SAM .......................... 440 m 

-Creative process and execution ................................... SAM .......................... 720 m 

-Finished and presentation ............................................ SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Final memory realization .............................................. SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Artistic criticisms ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 
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7.c. Hours of autonomous work 

-Study and location of art ............................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

-Search and bibliography ............................................... ALM .......................... 200 m 

-Viewing technical tutorials ............................................. ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Study relatives references ............................................. ALM .......................... 240 m 

-Location and acquisition materials ................................ ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Search of materials ....................................................... ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Extension of theoretical knowledge ............................... ALM .......................... 480 m 

-Final Project memory .................................................... ALM .......................... 270 m 

 

Total 4.500 minutes = 75 h. 

 

8. THE CINQUECENTO/ITALIAN RENAISSANCE 

 

8.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Conceptual research ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Conception of reality ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Art theory ...................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Psychology and pedagogy of art .................................. SAM .......................... 120 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

8.b. Tutored hours 

-Concept of Project ........................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Project imaginal ............................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Imaginal search ............................................................. ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Design of project ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Drawing and preparation .............................................. SAM .......................... 440 m 
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-Creative process and execution ................................... SAM .......................... 720 m 

-Finished and presentation ............................................ SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Final memory realization .............................................. SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Artistic criticisms ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

8.c. Hours of autonomous work 

-Study and location of art ............................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

-Search and bibliography ............................................... ALM .......................... 200 m 

-Viewing technical tutorials ............................................. ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Study relatives references ............................................. ALM .......................... 240 m 

-Location and acquisition materials ................................ ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Search of materials ....................................................... ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Extension of theoretical knowledge ............................... ALM .......................... 480 m 

-Final Project memory .................................................... ALM .......................... 270 m 

 

Total 4.500 minutes = 75 h. 

 

9. RENAISSSANCE EXPANSION (GERMANY, 
NETHERLANDS, FRANCE AND SPAIN) 

 

9.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Conceptual research ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Conception of reality ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Art theory ...................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-psychology and pedagogy of art .................................. SAM .......................... 120 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 
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9.b. Tutored hours 

-Concept of Project ........................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Project imaginal ............................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Imaginal search ............................................................. ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Design of project ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Drawing and preparation .............................................. SAM .......................... 440 m 

-Creative process and execution ................................... SAM .......................... 720 m 

-Finished and presentation ............................................ SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Final memory realization .............................................. SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Artistic criticisms ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

9.c. Hours of autonomous work 

-Study and location of art ............................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

-Search and bibliography ............................................... ALM .......................... 200 m 

-Viewing technical tutorials ............................................. ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Study relatives references ............................................. ALM .......................... 240 m 

-Location and acquisition materials ................................ ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Search of materials ....................................................... ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Extension of theoretical knowledge ............................... ALM .......................... 480 m 

-Final Project memory .................................................... ALM .......................... 270 m 

 

Total 4.500 minutes = 75 h. 

 

10. THE MANNERISM 

 

10.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Conceptual research ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Conception of reality ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 
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-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Art theory ...................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-psychology and pedagogy of art .................................. SAM .......................... 120 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

10.b. Tutored hours 

-Concept of Project ........................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Project imaginal ............................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Imaginal search ............................................................. ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Design of project ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Drawing and preparation .............................................. SAM .......................... 440 m 

-Creative process and execution ................................... SAM .......................... 720 m 

-Finished and presentation ............................................ SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Final memory realization .............................................. SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Artistic criticisms ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

10.c. Hours of autonomous work 

-Study and location of art ............................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

-Search and bibliography ............................................... ALM .......................... 200 m 

-Viewing technical tutorials ............................................. ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Study relatives references ............................................. ALM .......................... 240 m 

-Location and acquisition materials ................................ ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Search of materials ....................................................... ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Extension of theoretical knowledge ............................... ALM .......................... 480 m 

-Final Project memory .................................................... ALM .......................... 270 m 

 

Total 4.500 minutes = 75 h. 

TOTAL MODULE: 750 H. 30 Credits 
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2nd PART/MODULE II (30 credits ECTS for the Master degree) 

MASTER 

11. THE BAROQUE ART 

 

11.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Conceptual research ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Conception of reality ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Art theory ...................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-psychology and pedagogy of art .................................. SAM .......................... 120 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

11.b. Tutored hours 

-Concept of Project ........................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Project imaginal ............................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Imaginal search ............................................................. ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Design of project ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Drawing and preparation .............................................. SAM .......................... 440 m 

-Creative process and execution ................................... SAM .......................... 720 m 

-Finished and presentation ............................................ SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Final memory realization .............................................. SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Artistic criticisms ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

11.c. Hours of autonomous work 

-Study and location of art ............................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

-Search and bibliography ............................................... ALM .......................... 200 m 

-Viewing technical tutorials ............................................. ALM .......................... 120 m 
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-Study relatives references ............................................. ALM .......................... 240 m 

-Location and acquisition materials ................................ ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Search of materials ....................................................... ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Extension of theoretical knowledge ............................... ALM .......................... 480 m 

-Final Project memory .................................................... ALM .......................... 270 m 

 

Total 4.500 minutes = 75 h. 

 

12. ROCOCO AND NEOCLASSIC ART 

 

12.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Conceptual research ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Conception of reality ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Art theory ...................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-psychology and pedagogy of art .................................. SAM .......................... 120 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

12.b. Tutored hours 

-Concept of Project ........................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Project imaginal ............................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Imaginal search ............................................................. ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Design of project ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Drawing and preparation .............................................. SAM .......................... 440 m 

-Creative process and execution ................................... SAM .......................... 720 m 

-Finished and presentation ............................................ SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Final memory realization .............................................. SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Artistic criticisms ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 
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12.c. Hours of autonomous work 

-Study and location of art ............................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

-Search and bibliography ............................................... ALM .......................... 200 m 

-Viewing technical tutorials ............................................. ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Study relatives references ............................................. ALM .......................... 240 m 

-Location and acquisition materials ................................ ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Search of materials ....................................................... ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Extension of theoretical knowledge ............................... ALM .......................... 480 m 

-Final Project memory .................................................... ALM .......................... 270 m 

 

Total 4.500 minutes = 75 h. 

 

13. ROMANTICISM ART. REALISM ART 

 

13.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Conceptual research ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and touts ............................................................ FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Conception of reality ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Art theory ...................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-psychology and pedagogy of art .................................. SAM .......................... 120 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

 

13.b. Tutored hours 

-Concept of Project ........................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Project imaginal ............................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Imaginal search ............................................................. ASF .......................... 120 m 
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-Design of project ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Drawing and preparation .............................................. SAM .......................... 440 m 

-Creative process and execution ................................... SAM .......................... 720 m 

-Finished and presentation ............................................ SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Final memory realization .............................................. SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Artistic criticisms ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

13.c. Hours of autonomous work 

-Study and location of art ............................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

-Search and bibliography ............................................... ALM .......................... 200 m 

-Viewing technical tutorials ............................................. ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Study relatives references ............................................. ALM .......................... 240 m 

-Location and acquisition materials ................................ ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Search of materials ....................................................... ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Extension of theoretical knowledge ............................... ALM .......................... 480 m 

-Final Project memory .................................................... ALM .......................... 270 m 

 

Total 4.500 minutes = 75 h. 

 
14. IMPRESSIONISM ART. MODERNISM ART 

 

14.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Conceptual research ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Conception of reality ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Art theory ...................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-psychology and pedagogy of art .................................. SAM .......................... 120 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 
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14.b. Tutored hours 

-Concept of Project ........................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Project imaginal ............................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Imaginal search ............................................................. ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Design of project ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Drawing and preparation .............................................. SAM .......................... 440 m 

-Creative process and execution ................................... SAM .......................... 720 m 

-Finished and presentation ............................................ SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Final memory realization .............................................. SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Artistic criticisms ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

14.c. Hours of autonomous work 

-Study and location of art ............................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

-Search and bibliography ............................................... ALM .......................... 200 m 

-Viewing technical tutorials ............................................. ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Study relatives references ............................................. ALM .......................... 240 m 

-Location and acquisition materials ................................ ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Search of materials ....................................................... ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Extension of theoretical knowledge ............................... ALM .......................... 480 m 

-Final Project memory .................................................... ALM .......................... 270 m 

 

Total 4.500 minutes = 75 h. 

 
15. FAUVISM ART. CUBISM ART 

 

15.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Conceptual research ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 
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-Conception of reality ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Art theory ...................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-psychology and pedagogy of art .................................. SAM .......................... 120 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

15.b. Tutored hours 

-Concept of Project ........................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Project imaginal ............................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Imaginal search ............................................................. ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Design of project ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Drawing and preparation .............................................. SAM .......................... 440 m 

-Creative process and execution ................................... SAM .......................... 720 m 

-Finished and presentation ............................................ SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Final memory realization .............................................. SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Artistic criticisms ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

15.c. Hours of autonomous work 

-Study and location of art ............................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

-Search and bibliography ............................................... ALM .......................... 200 m 

-Viewing technical tutorials ............................................. ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Study relatives references ............................................. ALM .......................... 240 m 

-Location and acquisition materials ................................ ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Search of materials ....................................................... ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Extension of theoretical knowledge ............................... ALM .......................... 480 m 

-Final Project memory .................................................... ALM .......................... 270 m 

 

Total 4.500 minutes = 75 h. 
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16. EXPRESSIONISM ART AND ABSTRACT ART 

 

16.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Conceptual research ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Conception of reality ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Art theory ...................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-psychology and pedagogy of art .................................. SAM .......................... 120 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

16.b. Tutored hours 

-Concept of Project ........................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Project imaginal ............................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Imaginal search ............................................................. ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Design of project ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Drawing and preparation .............................................. SAM .......................... 440 m 

-Creative process and execution ................................... SAM .......................... 720 m 

-Finished and presentation ............................................ SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Final memory realization .............................................. SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Artistic criticisms ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

16.c. Hours of autonomous work 

-Study and location of art ............................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

-Search and bibliography ............................................... ALM .......................... 200 m 

-Viewing technical tutorials ............................................. ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Study relatives references ............................................. ALM .......................... 240 m 

-Location and acquisition materials ................................ ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Search of materials ....................................................... ALM .......................... 120 m 
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-Extension of theoretical knowledge ............................... ALM .......................... 480 m 

-Final Project memory .................................................... ALM .......................... 270 m 

 

Total 4.500 minutes = 75 h. 

 

17. DADAISM ART AND FUTURISM ART 

 

17.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Conceptual research ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Conception of reality ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Art theory ...................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-psychology and pedagogy of art .................................. SAM .......................... 120 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

17.b. Tutored hours 

-Concept of Project ........................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Project imaginal ............................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Imaginal search ............................................................. ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Design of project ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Drawing and preparation .............................................. SAM .......................... 440 m 

-Creative process and execution ................................... SAM .......................... 720 m 

-Finished and presentation ............................................ SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Final memory realization .............................................. SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Artistic criticisms ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

17.c. Hours of autonomous work 

-Study and location of art ............................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 
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-Search and bibliography ............................................... ALM .......................... 200 m 

-Viewing technical tutorials ............................................. ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Study relatives references ............................................. ALM .......................... 240 m 

-Location and acquisition materials ................................ ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Search of materials ....................................................... ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Extension of theoretical knowledge ............................... ALM .......................... 480 m 

-Final Project memory .................................................... ALM .......................... 270 m 

 

Total 4.500 minutes = 75 h. 

 

18. SUPREMATISM ART AND RUSSIAN CONSTRUCTIVISM 
ART 

 

18.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Conceptual research ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Conception of reality ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Art theory ...................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-psychology and pedagogy of art .................................. SAM .......................... 120 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

18.b. Tutored hours 

-Concept of Project ........................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Project imaginal ............................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Imaginal search ............................................................. ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Design of project ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Drawing and preparation .............................................. SAM .......................... 440 m 
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-Creative process and execution ................................... SAM .......................... 720 m 

-Finished and presentation ............................................ SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Final memory realization .............................................. SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Artistic criticisms ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

18.c. Hours of autonomous work 

-Study and location of art ............................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

-Search and bibliography ............................................... ALM .......................... 200 m 

-Viewing technical tutorials ............................................. ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Study relatives references ............................................. ALM .......................... 240 m 

-Location and acquisition materials ................................ ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Search of materials ....................................................... ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Extension of theoretical knowledge ............................... ALM .......................... 480 m 

-Final Project memory .................................................... ALM .......................... 270 m 

 

Total 4.500 minutes = 75 h. 

 

19. THE BAUHAUS 

 

19.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Conceptual research ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Conception of reality ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Art theory ...................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-psychology and pedagogy of art .................................. SAM .......................... 120 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 
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19.b. Tutored hours 

-Concept of Project ........................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Project imaginal ............................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Imaginal search ............................................................. ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Design of project ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Drawing and preparation .............................................. SAM .......................... 440 m 

-Creative process and execution ................................... SAM .......................... 720 m 

-Finished and presentation ............................................ SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Final memory realization .............................................. SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Artistic criticisms ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

19.c. Hours of autonomous work 

-Study and location of art ............................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

-Search and bibliography ............................................... ALM .......................... 200 m 

-Viewing technical tutorials ............................................. ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Study relatives references ............................................. ALM .......................... 240 m 

-Location and acquisition materials ................................ ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Search of materials ....................................................... ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Extension of theoretical knowledge ............................... ALM .......................... 480 m 

-Final Project memory .................................................... ALM .......................... 270 m 

 

Total 4.500 minutes = 75 h. 

 

20. SURREALISM ART 

 

20.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Conceptual research ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Conception of reality ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 
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-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Art theory ...................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-psychology and pedagogy of art .................................. SAM .......................... 120 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

20.b. Tutored hours 

-Concept of Project ........................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Project imaginal ............................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Imaginal search ............................................................. ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Design of project ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Drawing and preparation .............................................. SAM .......................... 440 m 

-Creative process and execution ................................... SAM .......................... 720 m 

-Finished and presentation ............................................ SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Final memory realization .............................................. SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Artistic criticisms ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

20.c. Hours of autonomous work 

-Study and location of art ............................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

-Search and bibliography ............................................... ALM .......................... 200 m 

-Viewing technical tutorials ............................................. ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Study relatives references ............................................. ALM .......................... 240 m 

-Location and acquisition materials ................................ ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Search of materials ....................................................... ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Extension of theoretical knowledge ............................... ALM .......................... 480 m 

-Final Project memory .................................................... ALM .......................... 270 m 

 

Total 4.500 minutes = 75 h. 

TOTAL MODULE: 750 H. 30 Credits 
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3rd PART/MODULE III (30 credits ECTS for the Master degree) 

 

MASTER 

 

21. INFORMALISM AND EXPRESIONISM ABSTRACT ART 

 

21.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Conceptual research ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Conception of reality ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Art theory ...................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Psychology and pedagogy of art .................................. SAM .......................... 120 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

21.b. Tutored hours 

-Concept of Project ........................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Project imaginal ............................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Imaginal search ............................................................. ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Design of project ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Drawing and preparation .............................................. SAM .......................... 440 m 

-Creative process and execution ................................... SAM .......................... 720 m 

-Finished and presentation ............................................ SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Final memory realization .............................................. SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Artistic criticisms ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 
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21.c. Hours of autonomous work 

-Study and location of art ............................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

-Search and bibliography ............................................... ALM .......................... 200 m 

-Viewing technical tutorials ............................................. ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Study relatives references ............................................. ALM .......................... 240 m 

-Location and acquisition materials ................................ ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Search of materials ....................................................... ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Extension of theoretical knowledge ............................... ALM .......................... 480 m 

-Final Project memory .................................................... ALM .......................... 270 m 

 

Total 4.500 minutes = 75 h. 

 

22. MINIMAL. POVERA. LAND ART 

 

22.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Conceptual research ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Conception of reality ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Art theory ...................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Psychology and pedagogy of art .................................. SAM .......................... 120 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

22.b. Tutored hours 

-Concept of Project ........................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Project imaginal ............................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Imaginal search ............................................................. ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Design of project ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Drawing and preparation .............................................. SAM .......................... 440 m 
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-Creative process and execution ................................... SAM .......................... 720 m 

-Finished and presentation ............................................ SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Final memory realization .............................................. SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Artistic criticisms ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

22.c. Hours of autonomous work 

-Study and location of art ............................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

-Search and bibliography ............................................... ALM .......................... 200 m 

-Viewing technical tutorials ............................................. ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Study relatives references ............................................. ALM .......................... 240 m 

-Location and acquisition materials ................................ ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Search of materials ....................................................... ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Extension of theoretical knowledge ............................... ALM .......................... 480 m 

-Final Project memory .................................................... ALM .......................... 270 m 

 

Total 4.500 minutes = 75 h. 

 

23. POP ART 

 

23.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Conceptual research ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Conception of reality ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Art theory ...................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Psychology and pedagogy of art .................................. SAM .......................... 120 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

23.b. Tutored hours 

-Concept of Project ........................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 
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-Project imaginal ............................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Imaginal search ............................................................. ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Design of project ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Drawing and preparation .............................................. SAM .......................... 440 m 

-Creative process and execution ................................... SAM .......................... 720 m 

-Finished and presentation ............................................ SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Final memory realization .............................................. SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Artistic criticisms ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

23.c. Hours of autonomous work 

-Study and location of art ............................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

-Search and bibliography ............................................... ALM .......................... 200 m 

-Viewing technical tutorials ............................................. ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Study relatives references ............................................. ALM .......................... 240 m 

-Location and acquisition materials ................................ ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Search of materials ....................................................... ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Extension of theoretical knowledge ............................... ALM .......................... 480 m 

-Final Project memory .................................................... ALM .......................... 270 m 

 

Total 4.500 minutes = 75 h. 

 
24. NEO-FIGURATIVE ART. HYPERREALISM ART 

 

24.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Conceptual research ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Conception of reality ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Art theory ...................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 
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-Psychology and pedagogy of art .................................. SAM .......................... 120 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

24.b. Tutored hours 

-Concept of Project ........................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Project imaginal ............................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Imaginal search ............................................................. ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Design of project ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Drawing and preparation .............................................. SAM .......................... 440 m 

-Creative process and execution ................................... SAM .......................... 720 m 

-Finished and presentation ............................................ SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Final memory realization .............................................. SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Artistic criticisms ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

24.c. Hours of autonomous work 

-Study and location of art ............................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

-Search and bibliography ............................................... ALM .......................... 200 m 

-Viewing technical tutorials ............................................. ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Study relatives references ............................................. ALM .......................... 240 m 

-Location and acquisition materials ................................ ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Search of materials ....................................................... ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Extension of theoretical knowledge ............................... ALM .......................... 480 m 

-Final Project memory .................................................... ALM .......................... 270 m 

 

Total 4.500 minutes = 75 h. 

 

25. OP ART AND CINÈTIC ART 

25.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Conceptual research ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 
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-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Conception of reality ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Art theory ...................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Psychology and pedagogy of art .................................. SAM .......................... 120 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

25.b. Tutored hours 

-Concept of Project ........................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Project imaginal ............................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Imaginal search ............................................................. ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Design of project ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Drawing and preparation .............................................. SAM .......................... 440 m 

-Creative process and execution ................................... SAM .......................... 720 m 

-Finished and presentation ............................................ SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Final memory realization .............................................. SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Artistic criticisms ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

25.c. Hours of autonomous work 

-Study and location of art ............................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

-Search and bibliography ............................................... ALM .......................... 200 m 

-Viewing technical tutorials ............................................. ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Study relatives references ............................................. ALM .......................... 240 m 

-Location and acquisition materials ................................ ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Search of materials ....................................................... ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Extension of theoretical knowledge ............................... ALM .......................... 480 m 

-Final Project memory .................................................... ALM .......................... 270 m 

 

Total 4.500 minutes = 75 h. 
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26. CONCEPTUAL ART 

26.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Conceptual research ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and touts ............................................................ FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Conception of reality ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Art theory ...................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Psychology and pedagogy of art .................................. SAM .......................... 120 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

26.b. Tutored hours 

-Concept of Project ........................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Project imaginal ............................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Imaginal search ............................................................. ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Design of project ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Drawing and preparation .............................................. SAM .......................... 440 m 

-Creative process and execution ................................... SAM .......................... 720 m 

-Finished and presentation ............................................ SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Final memory realization .............................................. SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Artistic criticisms ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

26.c. Hours of autonomous work 

-Study and location of art ............................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

-Search and bibliography ............................................... ALM .......................... 200 m 

-Viewing technical tutorials ............................................. ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Study relatives references ............................................. ALM .......................... 240 m 

-Location and acquisition materials ................................ ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Search of materials ....................................................... ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Extension of theoretical knowledge ............................... ALM .......................... 480 m 
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-Final Project memory .................................................... ALM .......................... 270 m 

 

Total 4.500 minutes = 75 h. 

 

27. PERFORMANCE. BODY ART. INSTALLATION ART 

 

27.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Conceptual research ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Conception of reality ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Art theory ...................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Psychology and pedagogy of art .................................. SAM .......................... 120 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

27.b. Tutored hours 

-Concept of Project ........................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Project imaginal ............................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Imaginal search ............................................................. ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Design of project ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Drawing and preparation .............................................. SAM .......................... 440 m 

-Creative process and execution ................................... SAM .......................... 720 m 

-Finished and presentation ............................................ SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Final memory realization .............................................. SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Artistic criticisms ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

27.c. Hours of autonomous work 

-Study and location of art ............................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

-Search and bibliography ............................................... ALM .......................... 200 m 
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-Viewing technical tutorials ............................................. ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Study relatives references ............................................. ALM .......................... 240 m 

-Location and acquisition materials ................................ ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Search of materials ....................................................... ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Extension of theoretical knowledge ............................... ALM .......................... 480 m 

-Final Project memory .................................................... ALM .......................... 270 m 

 

Total 4.500 minutes = 75 h. 

 

28. EFECTISM ART. CHAOS STUDY 

 

28.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Conceptual research ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Conception of reality ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Art theory ...................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Psychology and pedagogy of art .................................. SAM .......................... 120 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

28.b. Tutored hours 

-Concept of Project ........................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Project imaginal ............................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Imaginal search ............................................................. ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Design of project ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Drawing and preparation .............................................. SAM .......................... 440 m 

-Creative process and execution ................................... SAM .......................... 720 m 

-Finished and presentation ............................................ SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Final memory realization .............................................. SAM .......................... 100 m 
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-Artistic criticisms ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

28.c. Hours of autonomous work 

-Study and location of art ............................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

-Search and bibliography ............................................... ALM .......................... 200 m 

-Viewing technical tutorials ............................................. ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Study relatives references ............................................. ALM .......................... 240 m 

-Location and acquisition materials ................................ ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Search of materials ....................................................... ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Extension of theoretical knowledge ............................... ALM .......................... 480 m 

-Final Project memory .................................................... ALM .......................... 270 m 

 

Total 4.500 minutes = 75 h. 

 

29. DIGITAL ART 

 

29.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Conceptual research ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Conception of reality ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Art theory ...................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Psychology and pedagogy of art .................................. SAM .......................... 120 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

29.b. Tutored hours 

-Concept of Project ........................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Project imaginal ............................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Imaginal search ............................................................. ASF .......................... 120 m 
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-Design of project ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Drawing and preparation .............................................. SAM .......................... 440 m 

-Creative process and execution ................................... SAM .......................... 720 m 

-Finished and presentation ............................................ SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Final memory realization .............................................. SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Artistic criticisms ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

29.c. Hours of autonomous work 

-Study and location of art ............................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

-Search and bibliography ............................................... ALM .......................... 200 m 

-Viewing technical tutorials ............................................. ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Study relatives references ............................................. ALM .......................... 240 m 

-Location and acquisition materials ................................ ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Search of materials ....................................................... ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Extension of theoretical knowledge ............................... ALM .......................... 480 m 

-Final Project memory .................................................... ALM .......................... 270 m 

 

Total 4.500 minutes = 75 h. 

 

30. NEW TRENDS. REPRESENTATION OF EMPTINESS 

 

30.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Conceptual research ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Conception of reality ..................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Art theory ...................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Psychology and pedagogy of art .................................. SAM .......................... 120 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 
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30.b. Tutored hours 

-Concept of Project ........................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Project imaginal ............................................................ ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Imaginal search ............................................................. ASF .......................... 120 m 

-Design of project ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Drawing and preparation .............................................. SAM .......................... 440 m 

-Creative process and execution ................................... SAM .......................... 720 m 

-Finished and presentation ............................................ SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Final memory realization .............................................. SAM .......................... 100 m 

-Artistic criticisms ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

30.c. Hours of autonomous work 

-Study and location of art ............................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

-Search and bibliography ............................................... ALM .......................... 200 m 

-Viewing technical tutorials ............................................. ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Study relatives references ............................................. ALM .......................... 240 m 

-Location and acquisition materials ................................ ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Search of materials ....................................................... ALM .......................... 120 m 

-Extension of theoretical knowledge ............................... ALM .......................... 480 m 

-Final Project memory .................................................... ALM .......................... 270 m 

 

Total 4.500 minutes = 75 h. 
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4th PART/MODULE IV (30 credits ECTS for the Master degree) 

 

MASTER DEGREE 

 

FINAL PROJECT/ ARTIST BOOK.................................. ALL ......................... 4500 m 

STYLE DEVELOPMENT ................................................ ALL ......................... 4500 m 

CRITICIZES AND CURATES ......................................... ALL ......................... 4500 m 

RESTORATION AND REHABILITATION ....................... ALL ......................... 4500 m 

MARKETING AND DIFFUSIÓN OF ART ....................... ALL ......................... 4500 m 

EXHIBITION FRAME ...................................................... AL .......................... 4500 m 

SALES OF ART ............................................................. ALL ......................... 4500 m 

PROFESSIONAL CAREER PROJECT .......................... ALL ......................... 4500 m 

EDUCATION AND TEACHING ...................................... ALL ......................... 4500 m 

RESEARCH CAPACITY ................................................ ALL ......................... 4500 m 
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POSTGRADUATE DEGREE 

Program of POSTGRADUATE (60 Credits = 1500 h. = 90.000 minutes) 

FIRST PART/MODULE I (15 CREDITS = 375 H. = 22500 MINUTES) 

 

PREHISTORY 

 

1.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

1.b. Tutored hours 

- Project imaginal ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Design of project .......................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Drawing and preparation ............................................. SAM .......................... 415 m 

- Creative process and execution .................................. SAM .......................... 710 m 

- Finished and presentation ........................................... SAM .......................... 100 m 

 

1.c. Hours of autonomous work 

- Study and location of art .............................................. ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Viewing technical tutorials ............................................ ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Location and acquisition materials ............................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Final Project memory ................................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

 

Total 2.250 minutes = 37 h. 30 m 
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2. ANCIENS CIVILIZATIONS 

 

2.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

2.b. Tutored hours 

- Project imaginal ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Design of project .......................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Drawing and preparation ............................................. SAM .......................... 415 m 

- Creative process and execution .................................. SAM .......................... 710 m 

- Finished and presentation ........................................... SAM .......................... 100 m 

 

2.c. Hours of autonomous work 

- Study and location of art .............................................. ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Viewing technical tutorials ............................................ ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Location and acquisition materials ............................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Final Project memory ................................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

 

Total 2.250 minutes = 37 h. 30 m 

 

3. CLASSIC GREEK ART 

3.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

3.b. Tutored hours 
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- Project imaginal ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Design of project .......................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Drawing and preparation ............................................. SAM .......................... 415 m 

- Creative process and execution .................................. SAM .......................... 710 m 

- Finished and presentation ........................................... SAM .......................... 100 m 

 

3.c. Hours of autonomous work 

- Study and location of art .............................................. ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Viewing technical tutorials ............................................ ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Location and acquisition materials ............................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Final Project memory ................................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

 

Total 2.250 minutes = 37 h. 30 m 

 

4. CLASSIC ROMAN ART 

 

4.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

4.b. Tutored hours 

- Project imaginal ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Design of project .......................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Drawing and preparation ............................................. SAM .......................... 415 m 

- Creative process and execution .................................. SAM .......................... 710 m 

- Finished and presentation ........................................... SAM .......................... 100 m 
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4.c. Hours of autonomous work 

- Study and location of art .............................................. ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Viewing technical tutorials ............................................ ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Location and acquisition materials ............................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Final Project memory ................................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

 

Total 2.250 minutes = 37 h. 30 m 

 

5. ROMANIC ART 

5.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

5.b. Tutored hours 

- Project imaginal ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Design of project .......................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Drawing and preparation ............................................. SAM .......................... 415 m 

- Creative process and execution .................................. SAM .......................... 710 m 

- Finished and presentation ........................................... SAM .......................... 100 m 

5.c. Hours of autonomous work 

- Study and location of art .............................................. ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Viewing technical tutorials ............................................ ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Location and acquisition materials ............................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Final Project memory ................................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

 

Total 2.250 minutes = 37 h. 30 m 
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6. GOTHIC ART 

6.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

6.b. Tutored hours 

- Project imaginal ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Design of project .......................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Drawing and preparation ............................................. SAM .......................... 415 m 

- Creative process and execution .................................. SAM .......................... 710 m 

- Finished and presentation ........................................... SAM .......................... 100 m 

 

6.c. Hours of autonomous work 

- Study and location of art .............................................. ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Viewing technical tutorials ............................................ ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Location and acquisition materials ............................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Final Project memory ................................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

 

Total 2.250 minutes = 37 h. 30 m 

 
7. THE CUATTROCENTO ART 

 

7.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 
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7.b. Tutored hours 

- Project imaginal ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Design of project .......................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Drawing and preparation ............................................. SAM .......................... 415 m 

- Creative process and execution .................................. SAM .......................... 710 m 

- Finished and presentation ........................................... SAM .......................... 100 m 

 

7.c. Hours of autonomous work 

- Study and location of art .............................................. ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Viewing technical tutorials ............................................ ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Location and acquisition materials ............................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Final Project memory ................................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

Total 2.250 minutes = 37 h. 30 m 

 

8. THE CINQUECENTO ART/ ITALIAN RENAISSANCE  

 

8.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

8.b. Tutored hours 

- Project imaginal ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Design of project .......................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Drawing and preparation ............................................. SAM .......................... 415 m 

- Creative process and execution .................................. SAM .......................... 710 m 

- Finished and presentation ........................................... SAM .......................... 100 m 

 

8.c. Hours of autonomous work 

- Study and location of art .............................................. ALM .......................... 100 m 
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- Viewing technical tutorials ............................................ ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Location and acquisition materials  ALM .................... 100 m 

- Final Project memory ................................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

 

Total 2.250 minutes = 37 h. 30 m 

 

9. RENAISSSANCE EXPANSION (GERMANY, 
NETHERLANDS, FRANCE AND SPAIN) 

 

9.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

9.b. Tutored hours 

- Project imaginal ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Design of project .......................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Drawing and preparation ............................................. SAM .......................... 415 m 

- Creative process and execution .................................. SAM .......................... 710 m 

- Finished and presentation ........................................... SAM .......................... 100 m 

 

 

9.c. Hours of autonomous work 

- Study and location of art .............................................. ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Viewing technical tutorials ............................................ ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Location and acquisition materials  ALM .................... 100 m 

- Final Project memory ................................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

 

Total 2.250 minutes = 37 h. 30 m 
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10. THE MANIERISM ART 

10.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

10.b. Tutored hours 

- Project imaginal ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Design of project .......................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Drawing and preparation ............................................. SAM .......................... 415 m 

- Creative process and execution .................................. SAM .......................... 710 m 

- Finished and presentation ........................................... SAM .......................... 100 m 

 

10.c. Hours of autonomous work 

- Study and location of art .............................................. ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Viewing technical tutorials ............................................ ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Location and acquisition materials ALM ..................... 100 m 

- Final Project memory ................................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

Total 2.250 minutes = 37 h. 30 m 

TOTAL MODULE: 375 H. 15 Credits 
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2nd PART/MODULE II (15 CREDITS = 375 H. = 22500 MINUTES) 

POST-GRADUATE DEGREE 

 

11. THE BAROQUE ART 

 

11.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

11.b. Tutored hours 

- Project imaginal ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Design of project .......................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Drawing and preparation ............................................. SAM .......................... 415 m 

- Creative process and execution .................................. SAM .......................... 710 m 

- Finished and presentation ........................................... SAM .......................... 100 m 

 

11.c. Hours of autonomous work 

- Study and location of art .............................................. ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Viewing technical tutorials ............................................ ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Location and acquisition materials ............................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Final Project memory ................................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

 

Total 2.250 minutes = 37 h. 30 m 
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12. THE ROCOCO ART AND NEOCLASSIC ART 

 

12.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

12.b. Tutored hours 

- Project imaginal ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Design of project .......................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Drawing and preparation ............................................. SAM .......................... 415 m 

- Creative process and execution .................................. SAM .......................... 710 m 

- Finished and presentation ........................................... SAM .......................... 100 m 

 

12.c. Hours of autonomous work 

- Study and location of art .............................................. ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Viewing technical tutorials ............................................ ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Location and acquisition materials ............................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Final Project memory ................................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

 

Total 2.250 minutes = 37 h. 30 m 

 

13. ROMANTICISM ART AND REALISM ART 

13.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 
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13.b. Tutored hours 

- Project imaginal ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Design of project .......................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Drawing and preparation ............................................. SAM .......................... 415 m 

- Creative process and execution .................................. SAM .......................... 710 m 

- Finished and presentation ........................................... SAM .......................... 100 m 

 

13.c. Hours of autonomous work 

- Study and location of art .............................................. ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Viewing technical tutorials ............................................ ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Location and acquisition materials ............................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Final Project memory ................................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

 

Total 2.250 minutes = 37 h. 30 m 

 

 
14. IMPRESSIONISM ART AND MODERNISM ART 

 

14.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

14.b. Tutored hours 

- Project imaginal ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Design of project .......................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Drawing and preparation ............................................. SAM .......................... 415 m 

- Creative process and execution .................................. SAM .......................... 710 m 

- Finished and presentation ........................................... SAM .......................... 100 m 
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14.c. Hours of autonomous work 

- Study and location of art .............................................. ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Viewing technical tutorials ............................................ ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Location and acquisition materials ............................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Final Project memory ................................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

 

Total 2.250 minutes = 37 h. 30 m 

 

15. FAUVISM ART AND CUBISM ART 

 

15.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

15.b. Tutored hours 

- Project imaginal ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Design of project .......................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Drawing and preparation ............................................. SAM .......................... 415 m 

- Creative process and execution .................................. SAM .......................... 710 m 

- Finished and presentation ........................................... SAM .......................... 100 m 

 

15.c. Hours of autonomous work 

- Study and location of art .............................................. ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Viewing technical tutorials ............................................ ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Location and acquisition materials ............................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Final Project memory ................................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

 

Total 2.250 minutes = 37 h. 30 m 
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16. EXPRESSIONISM ART AND EUROPEAN ART 
ABSTRAC 

 

16.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

16.b. Tutored hours 

- Project imaginal ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Design of project .......................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Drawing and preparation ............................................. SAM .......................... 415 m 

- Creative process and execution .................................. SAM .......................... 710 m 

- Finished and presentation ........................................... SAM .......................... 100 m 

 

16.c. Hours of autonomous work 

- Study and location of art .............................................. ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Viewing technical tutorials ............................................ ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Location and acquisition materials ............................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Final Project memory ................................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

 

Total 2.250 minutes = 37 h. 30 m 

 

17. DADAISM ART AND FUTURITS ART 

 

17.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 
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-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

17.b. Tutored hours 

- Project imaginal ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Design of project .......................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Drawing and preparation ............................................. SAM .......................... 415 m 

- Creative process and execution .................................. SAM .......................... 710 m 

- Finished and presentation ........................................... SAM .......................... 100 m 

 

17.c. Hours of autonomous work 

- Study and location of art .............................................. ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Viewing technical tutorials ............................................ ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Location and acquisition materials ............................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Final Project memory ................................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

 

Total 2.250 minutes = 37 h. 30 m 

 

18. SUPREMATISM ART AND RUSSIAN   
CONSTRUCTIVISM ART 

 

18.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

18.b. Tutored hours 

- Project imaginal ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 
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- Design of project .......................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Drawing and preparation ............................................. SAM .......................... 415 m 

- Creative process and execution .................................. SAM .......................... 710 m 

- Finished and presentation ........................................... SAM .......................... 100 m 

 

18.c. Hours of autonomous work 

- Study and location of art .............................................. ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Viewing technical tutorials ............................................ ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Location and acquisition materials ............................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Final Project memory ................................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

 

Total 2.250 minutes = 37 h. 30 m 

 

19. THE BAUHAUS 

 

19.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

19.b. Tutored hours 

- Project imaginal ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Design of project .......................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Drawing and preparation ............................................. SAM .......................... 415 m 

- Creative process and execution .................................. SAM .......................... 710 m 

- Finished and presentation ........................................... SAM .......................... 100 m 

 

19.c. Hours of autonomous work 

- Study and location of art .............................................. ALM .......................... 100 m 
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- Viewing technical tutorials ............................................ ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Location and acquisition materials ............................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Final Project memory ................................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

 

Total 2.250 minutes = 37 h. 30 m 

 

20. SURREALISM ART 

 

20.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

20.b. Tutored hours 

- Project imaginal ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Design of project .......................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Drawing and preparation ............................................. SAM .......................... 415 m 

- Creative process and execution .................................. SAM .......................... 710 m 

- Finished and presentation ........................................... SAM .......................... 100 m 

 

20.c. Hours of autonomous work 

- Study and location of art .............................................. ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Viewing technical tutorials ............................................ ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Location and acquisition materials ............................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Final Project memory ................................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

 

Total 2.250 minutes = 37 h. 30 m 

TOTAL MODULE 375 H. 15 Credits 
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3rd PAR/MODULE III (15 CREDITS = 375 H. = 22500 MINUTES) 

POST-GRADUATE DEGREE 

 
21. INFORMALISM AND ABSTRACT EXPRESIONISM 

 

21.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

21.b. Tutored hours 

- Project imaginal ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Design of project .......................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Drawing and preparation ............................................. SAM .......................... 415 m 

- Creative process and execution .................................. SAM .......................... 710 m 

- Finished and presentation ........................................... SAM .......................... 100 m 

 

21.c. Hours of autonomous work 

- Study and location of art .............................................. ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Viewing technical tutorials ............................................ ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Location and acquisition materials ............................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Final Project memory ................................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

 

Total 2.250 minutes = 37 h. 30 m 
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22. MINIMAL. POVERA. LAND ART 

 

22.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

22.b. Tutored hours 

- Project imaginal ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Design of project .......................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Drawing and preparation ............................................. SAM .......................... 415 m 

- Creative process and execution .................................. SAM .......................... 710 m 

- Finished and presentation ........................................... SAM .......................... 100 m 

 

22.c. Hours of autonomous work 

- Study and location of art .............................................. ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Viewing technical tutorials ............................................ ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Location and acquisition materials ............................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Final Project memory ................................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

 

Total 2.250 minutes = 37 h. 30 m 

 

23. POP ART 

23.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

23.b. Tutored hours 
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- Project imaginal ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Design of project .......................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Drawing and preparation ............................................. SAM .......................... 415 m 

- Creative process and execution .................................. SAM .......................... 710 m 

- Finished and presentation ........................................... SAM .......................... 100 m 

 

23.c. Hours of autonomous work 

- Study and location of art .............................................. ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Viewing technical tutorials ............................................ ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Location and acquisition materials ............................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Final Project memory ................................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

 

Total 2.250 minutes = 37 h. 30 m 

 
24. NEOFIGURATION ART AND HIPERREALISM ART 

 

24.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

24.b. Tutored hours 

- Project imaginal ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Design of project .......................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Drawing and preparation ............................................. SAM .......................... 415 m 

- Creative process and execution .................................. SAM .......................... 710 m 

- Finished and presentation ........................................... SAM .......................... 100 m 

 

24.c. Hours of autonomous work 
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- Study and location of art .............................................. ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Viewing technical tutorials ............................................ ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Location and acquisition materials ............................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Final Project memory ................................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

 

Total 2.250 minutes = 37 h. 30 m 

 
25. OP ART AND CINÈTIC ART 

25.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

25.b. Tutored hours 

- Project imaginal ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Design of project .......................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Drawing and preparation ............................................. SAM .......................... 415 m 

- Creative process and execution .................................. SAM .......................... 710 m 

- Finished and presentation ........................................... SAM .......................... 100 m 

 

25.c. Hours of autonomous work 

- Study and location of art .............................................. ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Viewing technical tutorials ............................................ ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Location and acquisition materials ............................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Final Project memory ................................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

 

Total 2.250 minutes = 37 h. 30 m 

 

26. ART CONCEPTUAL 
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26.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

26.b. Tutored hours 

- Project imaginal ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Design of project .......................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Drawing and preparation ............................................. SAM .......................... 415 m 

- Creative process and execution .................................. SAM .......................... 710 m 

- Finished and presentation ........................................... SAM .......................... 100 m 

 

26.c. Hours of autonomous work 

- Study and location of art .............................................. ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Viewing technical tutorials ............................................ ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Location and acquisition materials ............................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Final Project memory ................................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

 

Total 2.250 minutes = 37 h. 30 m 

 

27. PERFORMANCE. BODY ART. INSTALATION  

 

27.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 
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27.b. Tutored hours 

- Project imaginal ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Design of project .......................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Drawing and preparation ............................................. SAM .......................... 415 m 

- Creative process and execution .................................. SAM .......................... 710 m 

- Finished and presentation ........................................... SAM .......................... 100 m 

 

27.c. Hours of autonomous work 

- Study and location of art .............................................. ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Viewing technical tutorials ............................................ ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Location and acquisition materials ............................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Final Project memory ................................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

 

Total 2.250 minutes = 37 h. 30 m 

 

28. EFECTISM AND CHAOS STUDY 

28.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

28.b. Tutored hours 

- Project imaginal ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Design of project .......................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Drawing and preparation ............................................. SAM .......................... 415 m 

- Creative process and execution .................................. SAM .......................... 710 m 

- Finished and presentation ........................................... SAM .......................... 100 m 
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28.c. Hours of autonomous work 

- Study and location of art .............................................. ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Viewing technical tutorials ............................................ ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Location and acquisition materials ............................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Final Project memory ................................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

 

Total 2.250 minutes = 37 h. 30 m 

 

29. ART DIGITAL 

 

29.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

29.b. Tutored hours 

- Project imaginal ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Design of project .......................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Drawing and preparation ............................................. SAM .......................... 415 m 

- Creative process and execution .................................. SAM .......................... 710 m 

- Finished and presentation ........................................... SAM .......................... 100 m 

 

29.c. Hours of autonomous work 

- Study and location of art .............................................. ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Viewing technical tutorials ............................................ ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Location and acquisition materials ............................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Final Project memory ................................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

Total 2.250 minutes = 37 h. 30 m 
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30. NEW TRENDS. EXHIBITION OF EMPTINESS 

 

30.a. Presence hours 

-History .......................................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and thoughts ...................................................... FBA .......................... 100 m 

-Ethics and aesthetics .................................................... DCL .......................... 125 m 

-Demographics and politics ............................................ ASF .......................... 100 m 

 

30.b. Tutored hours 

- Project imaginal ........................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Design of project .......................................................... ASF .......................... 100 m 

- Drawing and preparation ............................................. SAM .......................... 415 m 

- Creative process and execution .................................. SAM .......................... 710 m 

- Finished and presentation ........................................... SAM .......................... 100 m 

 

30.c. Hours of autonomous work 

- Study and location of art .............................................. ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Viewing technical tutorials ............................................ ALM .......................... 100 m 

- Location and acquisition materials  ALM .................... 100 m 

- Final Project memory ................................................... ALM .......................... 100 m 

Total 2.250 minutes = 37 h. 30 m 

 

TOTAL MODULE: 375 H. 15 Credits 
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4th PART/MODULE IV (15 CREDITS = 375 H. = 22500 MINUTES) 

POST-GRADUATE DEGREE 

 

FINAL PROJECT/ ARTIST BOOK.................................. ALL ......................... 4500 m 

STYLE DEVELOPMENT ................................................ ALL ......................... 2250 m 

CRITICIZES AND CURATES ......................................... ALL ......................... 2250 m 

RESTORATION AND REHABILITATION ....................... ALL ......................... 2250 m 

MARKETING AND DIFFUSIÓN OF ART ....................... ALL ......................... 2250 m 

EXHIBITION FRAME ..................................................... ALL ......................... 2250 m 

SALES OF ART ............................................................. ALL ......................... 2250 m 

PROFESSIONAL CAREER PROJECT .......................... ALL ......................... 2250 m 

EDUCATION AND TEACHING ...................................... ALL ......................... 2250 m 

 

TOTAL MODULE: 375 H. 15 Credits 
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THEORETICAL 

As an example, we include the theoretical contents of the first 6 sections: 

Prehistory 

It covers the time and known events from the most remote existence to the 
appearance of cuneiform writing in Sumeria around 5000 a.C. The classic 
Palaeolithic, Mesolithic and Neolithic classifications, or the Bronze and Iron Age, are 
not useful for our purpose. Rather, they typecast and hinder creative action. The 
values that each one, in that time-spatial virtual journey that we request, can best 
grant to the time. Abstract concepts of eternity, transcendence, mystique and magic 
are present in representations of evil called prehistory. How can we not even think 
that no stories were told in that period? Of course! Aren't narratives the ones with 
images? For I encourage the reader to carry out a vision and try to into them to live 
the anecdotes they give us. 

The relationship between individuals could be collaborative, helpful for the common 
good. Few vanities I feel like glimpsing in a society that tries to survive with so few 
resources. Perhaps certain rivalries between adult men in the face of the call of fertility 
– so represented – or not, who knows? 

On the other hand, the relationship with nature was purely competitive. He was both 
predatory and predated. The successive emergence of tools was consolidating some 
primacy towards it without yet reaching dominance. Certain animals were 
incorporated into the cave works with the desire to pretend their physical qualities, 
and even moods as precursors of the later gods of ancient age. 

What is a mystery is the man-god relationship. No doubt the search is the common 
denominator although without concrete dogma. Of course, the one who does not know 
what he is looking for hardly understands what he finds and, therefore, follows the 
sterile search that will eventually consolidate into fantastic beliefs such as Egyptian 
mythology.  

In schematic, situated, sometimes exaggerated forms, virtually flat colours and linear 
drawing represent relatively simple but conceptual actions, attitudes, scenes, desires 
and dreams. Ideal images to squeeze talent and technique. Excellent theme to start 
a learning journey. 

Old age 

Characterized by a marked socio-economic-political organization around the 
hero/king/pharaoh. There's a big Copernican twist between the previous time and this 
one. Some dare say that such a leap is not understood without the participation of 
advanced extra-terrestrial knowledge. Whatever it is, it is clear that it is difficult to 
believe that from more or less organized tribes, fortified cities with colossal 
architectures, sculptures and decorations such as those of Mesopotamia, Persia or 
Egypt are forged. Societies with specific codes, regulations and beliefs that ordered 
a people in the service of the KING/GOD. 

His depictions reaffirm the figure of the "boss" with images of the domain of nature in 
hunting scenes of great felines, handling pets such as horses and dogs, as well as, 
the beginning of mythology with gods who explained the existence and pleased his 
desires. Egypt is the most prolific country in this with divine stories that help to 
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understand the world and humanity. It all starts with the creator god Ra who gets Isis 
and Osiris, brothers with each other and, at the same time, Horus' parents to start a 
whole saga of protective deities in life and death. 

The artistic performances are as numerous and colossal as the fact deserved. You 
understood the world! And it manifested itself in temples, palaces, and tombs with 
material offerings and heavenly concessions. A useful system that pleased the entire 
population – even slaves – until the escape of the Jews in the time of Ramesses II.  

Nearly three millennia without variations in beliefs that filled with magnificent works of 
art. In the Institut interpretations have been made using all styles and techniques 
forming a very interesting collection. Some stand out for specials in beauty and 
technique such as bas-reliefs, high reliefs, detailed paintings with papier-like 
backgrounds, sculptures and drawings of good creative invoice. 

Classical age 

A corrected and augmented continuation of the previous era with paradigmatic 
changes in concepts as important to us artists, such as beauty, politics – parliament, 
laws, judgments, use of currency – and divine beliefs. A society structured and 
ordained by man and armed by the gods. The application of the regulations contracted 
a new feeling to life, the obligation of obedience and correction to the code of conduct 
(Apolíneo) and, with it, the need for playful evasion (dionysiac). Aspects that will settle 
in the West until the consolidation of the dual system of learning, good and evil. 

The proportion, symmetry and harmony were the bastions of Greek beauty that has 
slightly modified has reached the present day. The Romans followed these concepts 
with more modern characteristics. You only have to compare the three Greek graces 
with the Roman ones and see the evolution of styling and proportion.  

Such is the quantity and quality of the works of the classical period that invite the 
prodigy to make magnificent interpretations about the chosen models. Busts of 
goddesses, sculptures of myths, drawings of known scenes, mosaics of tiles and 
others painted, frescoes on universal geese, friezes and capitals are some of the 
projects carried out by the students of Panorama d'Art. 

The Romanic art 

We will contemplate this period from the conversion of the Roman emperor 
Constantine, 314 a.C, son of St. Helena, to the loss of Jerusalem at the hands of 
Saladin in 1187 a.C. The Christianization of the Roman Empire at the will of its 
representative resulted in a Copernican turn in human thought. The law of LOVE 
promulgated by Jesus prevailed before the relentless Roman law. A new era began 
for humanity, as well as the aesthetics that would result from it. 

The purest thought of initial Christianity was based on the Master's only command: 
"Love one's neighbour as yourself." Evidently, it was adapted to the previous 
legislative system albeit with the clear slogan of the power of love. The diffuser 
aesthetic of the message was beautifully interpreted by the artists/craftsmen of the 
moment and throughout the Roman world and at an unusual speed. The renowned 
aesthetic of Christian messages in the Romanesque era was conceived as a comic 
book for its best performance. Hierarchical perspective with different sizes according 
to divine importance. Striking colours of pigments inherited from the classical era and 
scenes of blessing, compassion, love and many passages from the life of Jesus. 
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Apart from the well-known architectural style of the part of the story at hand, we must 
value the success of an artistic style as an informative method of a new thought. 
Propaganda similar to today's cartoons such as manga among others. The power of 
art was put in place and the recipient did not need to be educated or literate. At first 
the techniques were similar to the Roman ones with mosaics of colourful tiles that 
gave the majesty that can be observed in the Cathedral of the Assumption in Torcello, 
near Venice or in the cathedral of San Marco itself of the capital of Veneto. Afterwards 
it was the mural painting that was established in all the churches, basilicas, 
monasteries, convents and cathedrals that, by doctrine, were to visit the religious daily 
and the citizens every Sunday and thus achieve the establishment of Christian 
morality in the face of Roman law. 

Eight centuries of evolution of an artistic style and a concrete mission. Quite an 
achievement! 

The gothic art 

The extreme confidence in God's providence faded with the epidemics, famines, and 
wars that plagued humanity over the course of the Romanesque era. The event that 
we will see as a paradigm shift was the failure of the crusade that lost the Holy City of 
Jerusalem in 1187. Muslims were blessed by their Allah and the Christian world began 
to doubt the power of our God. A very delicate turning point for the power that the 
church and monarchies of the time had acquired. They decided to establish fear of 
God as a controlling element of the revolution that was being generated by 
disaffection with the doctrine of the church and its repression through inquisition. This 
fact together with others that we overlook resulted in another considerable aesthetic 
change. 

The architecture rose with the development of the knowledge of the master builders 
in search of divine light and the murals, altarpieces, friezes, sculptures and canvases 
were obscured by the representation of the evils that the faithful would reap if they 
were not loyal to the curia. A time of persecution and extermination of all that did not 
like power. Fear and desolation, mistrust and repression, torture and death were the 
shame of the authorities of this time of lasted until the enlightenment of the rebirth 
around 1500 a.m. C. 

At first, the style was similar, albeit with different messages. The law of Love was 
reread by the law of Fear. The depiction of hell and its consequences of suffering in 
the next life filled the spaces that were previously hopeful. Giotto, in the late thirteenth 
and early fourteenth centuries, was the first author, who with his own name 
represented the mystical, the human and the mythical as a precursor to the substantial 
aesthetic change of the end of one epoch and beginning of another. Theocentric loses 
strength in favour of anthropocentrism, which will later culminate in the Baroque. 
Already in the quattrocento, by some considered as the first renaissance, perspective 
was introduced and scenes sought a realism of christening passages, mythical 
memories, portraits of characters and worldly scenes. Teachers like Donatello, 
Lorenzo Ghiberti, Masaccio, Fra Angélico, Sandro Botticelli, Piero della Francesca, 
Paolo Uccello, Filippo Lippi, Andrea Mantegna, Filippo Brunelleschi and Leon Battista 
Alberti, with their nod to the classical world, were the predecessors of the great 
authors of the Renaissance. 

The renaissance 
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The initial period of the Modern Era that would end the French Revolution. The 
momentous events of the fall of Constantinople, the new postulates of science, the 
invention of the printing press and the discovery of America achieved what we call the 
first modernity. A new view about man's relationship with man, with nature and with 
God. Man as the centre of EVERYTHING and doubts about the established. The look 
at the classical world continues with the development of the aesthetics of the masters 
of the quattrocento. The concept of beauty is recovered with classic symmetry, 
proportion and harmony. New interpretations of mythology as a model of re-applying 
the world. A real revolution towards an abyss parallel to the doctrine of the church that 
will weaken until Luther's reform is proclaimed. A succession of events that will 
change the way we see the world. 

The three great Florentine masters will be responsible for the representation of 
change. Michelangelo, Raphael and Leonardo da Vinci showed us the new aesthetic. 
Doubt was the engine of progress and, with it, the preparation of new questions that 
required efforts to follow the process of modernization of the Mediterranean world. 
Afterwards, Germany (Durero), Spain (Juan de Juanes, El Greco), France and the 
Netherlands (Jan Van Eyck) will follow in the style of the Italians extending the reality 
of change across Europe. 

Vibrant and eventful era that flooded creation at all levels and disciplines. Plastic art 
opened up endless conceptual and technical opportunities worthy of a cultural and 
artistic revolution. Another conquest! 

WORKSHOP 

Also, by way of example we include a sample of contents of a workshop 
(materials/pigments) and a seminar (representation): 

Institut Barcelonès d’art 

Seminars and Workshops: practical sessions and specific techniques 

1.- Materials 

1.a.- Pigments, agglutinants, solvents and   additives 

1.a.1.- Pigments. A pigment is a material that changed the colour of the light that 
reflects as a result of selective colour absorption. Many materials selectively absorb 
certain waves of light, depending on their wave length. The materials that human 
else’s have chosen and produced to be used as pigments in general have special 
properties that make ideal for colouring other materials. A must have a high dye 
pigment out relative to the materials that colours. It must be stable only at ambient 
temperature. The majority of used pigments in the manufacture and in the visual arts 
are dry dyes, usually in the form of fine powder. This powder is added to vehicle gold 
matrix, to relatively neutral gold colourless material that acts with agglutinant. 

 

Tips  

According to composed it Arsenic Pigments: green of Paris  

Pigments carbon: charcoal black, ivory black, vine black, smoke black  
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Cadmium pigments: cadmium green, cadmium red, yellow cadmium, orange 
cadmium  

Iron oxides pigments: Caput Mortuum, red oxide, red ochre, Venetian red Pigments 
of crom: oxide de yellow green, yellow of crom 

Pigments of cobalt: blue of cobalt, blue ceruli, violet of cobalt, yellow of cobalt 

Lead pigments: lead white,  

Naples yellow, albaial de, lead tetroxide Copper pigments: Paris green, Egyptian blue  

Titanium pigments: titanium white, titanium yellow, titanium black  

Mercury pigments: red pigments of zinc: zinc pigments white: natural siena, 

Biological pigments: alitzarin, crimson alitzarí, indigo, cochineal, shot purple, 
phthalocyanine.I (15 credits = 375 H. = 22,500 minutes) 
 
 

Depending on the origin  

In the manufacture of paintings, it is sol to classify the pigments according to their 
origin, since according to this usually have to common behaviour. For example, those 
from natural lands usually have very good resistance to light, to the contrary that of 
animal origin.  

Inorganics: 

Natural lands  

Calcinated natural lands Mineral colours of artificial preparation Organics: 

Vegetal 

Animals 

Pigments organics synthetics 
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Museum pigment musts from Girona  

Requirements of pigments:  

They must be a fine powder and soft. 

They must be insoluble in the medium used. 

They've given up on the light without changing colour. They must be chemically 
inaction and do not alter when contacting other materials or air. 

They must have a degree of opacity or transparency suitable for their prop-sit. They 
must complete these properties on their own, without adulterant ingredients. 

It is also important that you have an accredited process, where they check the quality 
of their colours, use quality raw materials and can give information of their origin and 
details of the composition and quality. The painter, when it comes to climbing, must 
know if the pigments used in each colour are compatible between them or if there are 
chemical reactions that can affect the result. 

 

Type and prices: http://www.vpiera.com/ca/cataleg:Cos/0/belles-arts/pigments/ 

1.a.2.- Binders. Agglutinant is a substance unwrapped for use mixed with pigment 
and thus produce a Painting. He named it agglutinant is used for artistic paintings. 
The binders is able to define as substances that adhere to the pigment and the keep 
set tone to support. 

In classical times, for example, it has been used as a binder for egg, wax, bitumen 
and even honey. Other binders can be the oil-cooked pine resin or egg tempering, a 
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technique very common in the Middle Ages and in modern times, when it was 
gradually replaced by oil. In 1420, the Van Eyck brothers, founders of the Flemish 
school, discovered oil painting. It is composed of crushed pigments that are then 
mixed with fatty oils, waxes and resins. In art it is known as oils (linseed, nut, 
cascading and trementine, fundamentally) that were used to combine with other 
substances and thus obtain an ideal product for painting and as an extension, were 
called oils in the same painting. 

Deferred by the colours in the water, the oil painting dries slowly. The main wealth of 
the technique of oil is the diversity of possible results and the possibility of overlapping 
layers. 

Linen oil paints tend to thicken or darken over time due to aging linen oil. Other factors 
that favour it are, for example, dirt and nicotine tobacco smoke. 

 The binders are usually of two types, depending on their origin: animals or 
vegetables: the former is usually obtained by boiling hooves, bones or animal skin 
(rabbit glue) and then mixing the gelatinous residue obtained with water and pigments; 
while the latter are obtained from natural adhesive rubbers present in plants, such as 
Arabic gum. 

The polymer temper is currently used: the binder latex will be used. Because this 
substance has a gable consistency and pigments cost a lot to mix evenly, we will first 
make a paste with the pigments adding some water. This paste can be mixed with the 
latex. As with the rubber tempering we can check the correction of the mixture by 
painting and letting it dry. If this is very transparent or very weak color, sign that 
pigment is missing. If once dry the pigment gives off a signal that latex is missing. In 
all cases the quantities of pigment and binder and the quality of the resulting paint will 
depend on the type and quality of the pigments. 

Latex is the common denomination of polymers obtained by polymerization in 
emulsion, and are colloidal dispersions of very small polymer particles in a continuous 
medium. Latex can be applied to the manufacture of paints by architecture, but also 
in wood adhesives (vinyl glue), paper paints, additives for cement and specifically, for 
a few years to modifiers of rheology. 

 

Calotropis proceri is a herbaceous 
phaerogam that produces latex. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

According to their composition, the resulting paintings can be classified as physical 
drying paints and physical-chemical drying paints. The former are dried when the 
solvents of the binder evaporate, for example, nitrocellulose lacquers (nail lacquer is 
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a good example). The latter, apart from the evaporation of solvents, gives a chemical 
reaction, with the oxygen of the air that by oxidation joins chains with a polymerization 
that increases its length (and molecular weight) until it becomes a solid (varnish or 
paint). 

1.a.3.- Solvents and additives.  

Solvents are added to the paint to give it due consistency. The most used in oil 
painting are rectified trementine, oil, water flush (universal solvent) of hydrocarbon 
origin. In acrylic paints the solvent is water. They also go to reduce drying time. 

They are part of the composition of varnishes mixing them with resins (natural or 
synthetic).  

Additives are used to modify the physical characteristics and natural behaviour of 
paints. We find additives to prevent flowering, to increase elasticity or as sunscreens. 

Types and prices: http://www.vpiera.com/ca/cataleg:Cos/0/belles-arts/auxiliars/ 

 

1.b.- Supports and depths. 

The support fulfils the function of being the bearer of the background and the layers 
of paint. The supports are very varied; the most traditional are paper, cardboard, 
wood, canvas and walls, to which you can add, among others, metal, glass, plastic or 
leather. All need a special primer, which depends on the pictorial procedure you want 
to follow. 

1.b.1.- Paper.   

The paper is a sheet consisting of a three-dimensional framework of cellulose fibres 
and other substances (minerals, glues, dyes, etc.) that allow to improve its properties 
and make it suitable for the use to which it is intended. Paper is used in various 
pictorial techniques; the most common are watercolour, guaix, acrylic, stamping, 
pastel and black or colourful Chinese ink. There is a wide variety of textures, weights 
and colours, and his choice depends on the intention of the artist and the style he 
cultivates. There are three standard types: Hot pressed paper, which has a hard and 
smooth surface; many artists consider it too slippery for watercolour. Cold pressed 
paper; it has textures, is semi-free and suitable for large and smooth washes. Rough 
paper, which has a grainy surface; when a washing is applied, a battalion effect is 
obtained due to the paper cavities. 

Paper weight is the second feature to consider in choice, as a heavier role has less 
tendency to undulate; to prevent it from waving, it needs to be tightened. The 
appropriate weight for watercolour is between 120 g/m² and 850 g/m². 

Type of paper for fine arts: 

http://www.vpiera.com/ca/cataleg:Cos/0/belles-arts/paper/ 

http://www.vpiera.com/ca/cataleg:Cos/0/belles-arts/auxiliars/
http://www.vpiera.com/ca/cataleg:Cos/0/belles-arts/paper/

